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ALT - 10
Linear Power Amplifier

New
AUTOMATICALLY
TUNED
10,000-watt
ISB Transmitter
by Gates

SG - 75
Synthesized Exciter

Currently being supplied to various United States Departments
and other government departments as well as common carriers
throughout the world, this series of equipment is readily available
for fixed plant or transportable service.
Channel and mode selection is accomplished by internal digital
programming with direct readout of frequency, mode and carrier
information.
Channels may be selected either locally or remotely in 100 Hz increments between 2-30 MHz with the fully solid-state exciter and
control panel.
Within ten seconds after a new channel is generated by the exciter,
the amplifier is retuned and ready to transmit.
Write or cable GARCO for further information.

HARRIS

GATES

INTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301, U.S.A.
A subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation

HF

Efficiency

Experts

Granger multicouplers let one antenna serve two or
even four HF transmitters simultaneously without
interference or interaction. Each transmitter functions as if it were the only one in the circuit.
Efficient... save on antennas and ground space.
Granger balun transformers provide the most
efficient way to transfer power from transmitter to
antenna. Efficient... use economical 600 ohm
lines on the long runs from transmitter to antenna
and still get the 50 ohm coax connections where
you need them.
Let G/A baluns and multicouplers help make you
an efficiency expert in designing new HF systems
... or improving older installations. Write for
complete data.

Granger
Associates

GRANGER
/ANTENNA AND TRANSMISSION
DIVISION

1601 California Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304
Granger Corner, 1 Brooklands Road, Weybridge, Surrey, England
1-3 Dale Street, Brookvale, NSW, Australia

Increase gradually your sales advertising in the

TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL
The diffusion of this magazine over 134 countries represents the best guarantee of success for the advertised
products. The TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL is
the specialized publication read by the senior officials
both of administrations and private operating agencies,
those who decide upon major equipment contracts.
For export companies and manufacturers of any kind of
electronic gear and transmission equipment aiming at
world-wide market outlets for its products, the TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL is a unique publicity
support.

j |a|m|p|r[o
can solve your
DIRECTIONAL AND
TERRAIN PROBLEMS!
with a
CORNER

REFLECTOR

ANTENNA

with low reflection co-efficients

For further information and complete details, please
write or cable to:

Annoncen-Service Post AG
Wydackerring 140, 8047 Zurich(Switzerland)
Mailing address: P.O. Box 272, 8055 Zurich
Phone: 051 / 54 50 50 (3 lines)
Cable: Annoncenservice Zurich

for bands I and lit, with
gains of 10 to 120, in several
configurations.
Specially designed antennas
to meet your coverage
requirements are available
from Jampro,
• Television Antennas
• Coax Switches

Catalogues upon request.

OlilW
ANTENNA | COMPANY
A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
6939 Power Inn Road, Sacramento, California, USA

TR0P0
...In the Persian Gulf
In 1965, Radio Engineering Laboratories (REL) was privileged to supply troposcatter equipment for a Persian Gulf telecommunications link from Bahrain
Island to Doha, Qatar.
Now, only three years later, economic and social growth of the Trucial States
demands an expanded commercial telecommunications system. And provedperformance FM radio relay subsystems from REL have again been selected.
When the Marconi Company, Ltd., as prime contractor to Cable & Wireless
Ltd., installs the new 296-mile quadruple diversity system, it will include REL's
solid state exciters and receivers ... 10 KW power amplifiers . . . tunnel diode
amplifiers . . . duplexers . . . fault indicators . . . and terminal facilities.
Yes, advancing telecommunications requirements, in all parts of the world,
find REL experience and performance ready to serve . . . when and where reWrite for free REL brochures "CREDENTIALS in
Tropospheric Scatter" and
"CREDENTIALS in Space".

quired.
See how REL's more than 45 years of design and engineering leadership can
work for you. Write now, for full technical data.

REL

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION
Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York, 11101

DCA

Once a pa
the Creed 444
teleprinter
has an open day

The Pan-American Highway
at ASajuela, Costa Rica ...

Or every 1000 hours—for routine maintenance. The
444 is that reliable. Day in. Day out. For telex or
private wire communications.
When servicing is required it couldn't be simpler.
Because the 444 utilises advanced unit construction
principles and even a major unit can be removed by
undoing four screws. Interchangeable units cut the
need for re-adjustments to the minimum too.
And the outside is as carefully planned as the inside.
Economically—for easy operation. The cover deadens
sound and houses everything—including optional
extras such as tape punch, tape reader and stunt box.
The 444 operates at 66 words a minute—in two
colours. Meets CCITT standards. Is compatible with
existing equipment and circuits.
There's a 100 words a minute model too — exactly
the same — but the servicing gap is speeded up to
once every eight months.
It's time you knew more about them. Write for the
illustrated booklet.
Creed & Company Limited, Hollingbury, Brighton,
BN1 8AL. A British Subsidiary of ITT.

Creed & Company Limited

ITT
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This important locality situated in the direct line of
domestic and commercial communications between
the. two American continents is now equipped with
a new 1500 line Crossbar Pentaconta* telephone
exchange.
CGCT is currently completing the installation of
Pentaconta* exchanges in 16 other towns of
Costa Rica.
Furthermore, Pentaconta* telephone installations
designed and developed by CGCT are now in
operation in 76 countries of the world.
The design of Pentaconta* Switching System is
so technically advanced and so flexible that it will
be "modern" for a long time to come.
Compagnie Generale de Constructions Telephoniques, 251, rue de Vaugirard, Paris 1 5e.
* Registered Trade Mark

Cie. Gle. de Constuctions
Telephoniques
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Servicing of
Television Transposers
Fully transistorized unit for routine checks on television transposers
| Sweeper for the frequency range of 30 to 970 MHz
■ Receiving unit for swept-frequency measurements (broadband)
■ Display unit for representation of the sweep curve, for measurement and monitoring
of the video signal, of VSWR and return loss, and for separate measurements of picture
and sound carrier levels
Sweeper
Frequency range divided into 10 bands:
fixed frequency 38.9 MHz; bands:
70-110 MHz
40-70 MHz
30-48 MHz
400-560
MHz
160-270 MHz
100-165 MHz
850-970 MHz
700-860 MHz
550-710 MHz
Frequency markers
1, 10, 100 MHz (intensity modulation in the display
unit)
Output level
38.9 MHz
30-970 MHz

1 mV-1 Vrms
0.5 mV-0.5 Vrms

Sweep width covers the entire band concerned, but
at least ± 9 MHz in the IF range, ±12 MHz in the RF
ranges
Sweep time
1 sec for single sweep, 1 sec and 30 msec for recurrent
sweep, continuous 0.5-2 sec and 15-60 msec

Receiving Unit with Demodulator and
Display Unit
The unit is available with 50/60

Input voltage for sweep signals:
100 mVrrns-3.5 Vrms
for TV signals with negative modulation:
1.4 Vrms-3.5 Vrms (sync peak)
Amplitudes to be measured: 0-20 dB
plus magnification of pattern height by 20 dB at input
voltages <1 V
Amplitude/frequency response of sweeper and
receiving unit in the frequency range covered by the
sweep width and
in the amplitude range Oto — 6dB: ^ 0.5 dB
(0 dB == 1 Vrms)
20
dB:
< 2 dB
6
to
—
in the amplitude range

Power Meter
Picture and sound levels can be indicated separately
Picture carrier (s'ync peak), sound carrier0.01 -0.24 Wav.
RF input voltage 1.4-3.5 V rms
Frequency range 30-70 MHz/160-860 MHz
Switch-selected zero-reference line

12 impedance (VF 75 12 ) and also for higher input voltages and

powers.

Transposer
Test Assembly

MUF

ROHDE &SCHWARZ
For further information write to Rohde & Schwarz (West Germany), 8000 Miinchen 80, Muhldorfstr. 15, Telex 05-23 703, or contact your nearest R & S distributor.

Try to squeeze, wiggle or worm
And suppose somehow, by brilliant engineering and
sheer perseverance you do push a telephone line through.
Then what?
Thousands of big fat jungle birds will use the line as
a perch. And knock down the wires as fast as you can put
them up. Or swinging monkeys will use it as a private playground. Or local people will swipe lengths of it. Because
to them the copper wire is more valuable for making
things than for carrying telephone conversations.
Why even try?

You don't have to squeeze and push through this.
You can soar over it.
_ At General Telephone & Electronics we design and
build microwave relay systems to carry telephone conversations; computer data messages and television
programs over impassable jungles, windswept deserts
and snow-covered mountains.
GT & E microwave relay systems can be used to
supplement your country's present conventional communications system. Or it can be a second system. One

a telephone line through this.
that can double or even triple telephone service. Send
computer data from one central location to every part
of your nation. Link together buyers and sellers in an
electronic marketplace. Or carry television programs that
educate. Inform. Entertain.
And what's more, the installations we build are adaptable to future communications systems.
We've designed and set up nearly 500,000 miles of
microwave relay communications systems. We've built
them everywhere.. One over the Andes Mountains, Two

above the Arctic Circle. A third that goes from Buenos
Aires to Patagonia. We've built them in Mexico, Panama, Australia, Switzerland, Belgium, Italy, the Philippines, New Zealand, Libya, Nigeria.
if you think your country needs a microwave communications system . . . we'd like to talk to you. If you
can't telephone yet. Write us. 909 3rd Ave., N.Y. 10022

General Telephone & Electronics
International

If talking on the telephone involves you

...or this

... in this

...you need this
The LST4 loudspeaking telephone leaves the busy executive free to make notes
and refer to documents as his telephone conversation proceeds. It also enables
others present in the office to participate in a conference call, speaking to and
hearing the distant party just as if he was in the same room. And when privacy
is required, the executive can use the handset provided. Fully semiconductored
and tropicalized for operation under damp-heat conditions, the LST4 is made
to a rigorous specification by G.E.C. of England and attractively finished to
provide a neat and functional aid to effective business communications.

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow
G.E.C.

GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED,
OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England..

Intelsat

III

:

International

cooperation

in

space

OSCAR
Amateur radio satellite

PIONEER
Sun and interplanetary explorations
VELA
Nuclear test detection and space
radiation monitoring satellite.

Designed to strengthen communications between nations,
Intelsat 111 was built by an industrial team from many countries. The team drew heavily on the experience gained by
TRW's participation in 9 out of 10 U.S. space programs.
Through such programs as Intelsat 111, TRW has helped
to establish the basis for an international exchange of
advanced technologies. New international satellites.. .for
scientific exploration, communications, education, meteorology, navigation and earth resources.. .will develop out

ESRO II
International scientific satellite

ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORIES Near-earth
scientific investigations

of a dialogue among people who will share the benefits of
space around the world.
To learn how TRW has worked with other nations now
enjoying the benefits of space technology, contact Joseph
Freitag, Jr., at our space
center—TRW Systems
Group, One Space Park,
Redondo Beach, California 90278, USA.

TRW

TRW Systems Group is a major operating unit of TRW INC. where more than 75,000 people at over 250 locations around the world are
applying advanced technology to electronics, space, defense, automotive, aircraft, and selected commercial and industrial markets.

here's why so many people think Collins...
when they think long-haul microwave
It's because Collins has the most complete line of
compatible, integrated, high performance
microwave systems for long-haul applications.
Backbone of this long-haul line are three IF
heterodyne systems: the MS-109E (3.7 to 4.2 GHz),

the MW-109E (5.9 to 6.4 GHz) and the MW-609E
(10.7 to 11.7 GHz). All are full 5-watt systems.
All meet Bell System objectives and CCIR
recommendations for up to 1200 channel loading
or NTSC colour video.

These three systems are augmented by
subsystems for baseband and IF multichannel
protection, FM terminals, wireline entrance links,
and several types of fault alarm.
Collins IF heterodyne microwave systems are field
proven in diverse applications by common carriers
across the nation.
COMMUNICACION/COMPUTACION/CONTROL
1. MS-109E / MW-109E / MW-609E
MICROWAVE RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS
2. 99E1-MW BASEBAND PROTECTIVE
SWITCHING SUBSYSTEM
3. 99D1-MW IF PROTECTIVE SWITCH
4. 37A1-MW FM TERMINAL
EQUIPMENT SUBSYSTEM
5. 99L1-MW WIRELINE
ENTRANCE LINKS
6. FA-102 SUPERVISORY SYSTEM

COLLINS

Researching ahead
to stay ahead

Ahead in Step-by-Step Switching. Over five
million lines are already in world service. The new
St. Botolphs London Telex Exchange—an important
international anpl inter-continental transit centre—
will be STC equipped. St. Botolphs will provide
the most up-to-date switching and signalling
system for world-wide Telex service.
Ahead in Crossbar Switching. Three more GPO
orders for major transit switching centres. To date
over 16 exchanges will be supplied with the STC
Crossbar System.
Ahead in Electronic Switching. STC has been
in this technique from the very first, and as a member
of the Joint Electronic Research Committee is the
leading developer of the large TXE4 system.
Whatever the future, a massive £5 million a year
research investment will ensure that STC maintains
its world-wide lead in telephone engineering.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,Telephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London, N.11, England.

Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited
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How to connect up new
subscribers when the cable
network is saturated
Order an L.M.T. C12. Concentrator using the
Pentaconta*Crossbar multiswitch. This is a switching
equipment capable of multiplying by four the efficiency of subscriber lines. Providing a high degree
of flexibility to a network—rapid satisfaction of
demands and immediate returns. Investments can
follow the demand instead of anticipating it—no
idle investments. In many cases this is the most
economical permanent solution. For further information write to: Le Materiel Telephonique, 46 Ouai
Alphonse Le Gallo, 92-Boulogne, Billancourt,
France.

*Registered Trade Mark

Le Materiel Telephonique
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MARCONI PCM FOR GPO

The Marconi Company has been awarded
major contracts from the British Post
Office for 24-channel pulse code
modulation equipment which considerably
increases the capacity of present
telephone lines.
Marconi 24-channel pulse code
modulation equipment means a
twelve times increase in the
capacity of existing telephone
lines. Greater use of micrologic
circuits results in more reliable
equipment; greater space saving;
more economic installation;
better quality with extended
facilities.

Marconi PCM equipment is more
advanced and uses modern
micrologic to more effect than other
equipment. It is more adaptable,
being suitablefor integrated
systems and data transmission ; a
teleprinterfacility is incorporated
and a range of signalling sets for
different telephone exchange
conditions is available.

Marconi
line communications
systems
The Marconi Company Limited
Line Communications Division
Writtle, Essex
Telephone: Writtle 451
AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

LTD/U52

air. . .

t h e

perfect

insulant.

Making- co-axial cable calls for
advance production and engineering
techniques. In an automatic process,
TCL takes copper wire, moulds plastic
discs at critical distances along its
length, wraps it with plastic foil, and
applies a copper strip longitudinally
to form a tube.
Two laps of steel tapes followed by
two laps of paper tape-and the tube
is made and protected with a speed
and precision hitherto unobtainable.
Each tube is then subjected to
searching electrical and mechanical
examinations.
Telephone Cables Limited

.

.

Air ... plus care. These are the
ingredients that give TCL co-axial
cables their renowned performance
standards.
TCL—the

largest company in Europe
exclusively concerned with the
manufacture of telecommunications
cable-makes all types of dry core
and plastic cables and as well as being
a maj or supplier to the British
Post Office also exports to over 70
countries throughout the world.
A world-wide technical advisory
service is provided.

Dagenham, Essex. Tel: 01 -592 661 1. Cables: Drycore Dagenham. Telex: 896216

The organisation with 135 years' experience.

TPnon
3ut more into
telephone cables

Philips telephone
transmission
Telephone transmission has been a familiar field of activity with Philips for many years.
Our history dates back to the time when technical development had not progressed
beyond the stage of VF transmission. In the course of the years we have built up a
comprehensive programme to meet many wishes of various users. 'Conclave' construction
is used for ultimate atmospheric protection. The equipment is all solid-state.

Type no.

Type of equipment
VF equipment

Frequency
range

Features

VF

Loading coils and loading-coil cases

VF or programme
quality

Loading coils of all existing types; fitted in buried-type
cases, in manhole-type cases or in pole-mounted cases;
splice loading; unicoils.

8TR 137

VF repeater (negistor) equipment

VF

Negative-impedance repeaters for loaded and
non-loaded trunk circuits and subscriber lines.

8TR 316

VF terminating equipment

VF

Hybrids for connecting carrier systems to two-wire
automatic exchanges; ringing converters for connection to
manual exchanges; relay sets for transmission of
subscriber circuits via carrier systems.

Carrier equipment for open-wire circuits
7TR 001

Carrier equipment for up to
10 stackable channels

12. . .160kHz

Short-haul carrier system for rural areas; individual
channels can be dropped along the line.

7TR 003

1 + 3-channel system

4. . .16 and
20. . .32 kHz

Adds 3 carrier circuits to the physical circuit on
long-haul open-wire lines; optionals; compandors,
frequency shift signalling; individual channel regulation.

7TR 012

12-channel system

36... 84 and
92. . .140 kHz

Can be used in conjunction with 7TR 003 on the same
pair of wires; full range of auxiliary equipment
available.

7TR 011

12-channel repeater

36... 84 and
92. . .140kHz

Simple intermediate repeater for 12-channel systems;
battery-fed and designed for pole mounting.

Carrier systems for cable transmission
8TR 312

12 + 12-channel system for two-wire
circuits in singel cables

6... 54 and
60. . .108 kHz

Mainly for capacity extension on existing VF cables;
small, simple, remotely-powered intermediate repeaters
for underground mounting.

8TR 301

120-channel system on symmetric
twin cables

12. . .552kHz

Provides 2880 circuits on two 12-quad cables with high
flexibility for branching; underground intermediate
repeaters.

8TR 306

4 MHz line equipment for coaxial
cables

60...4200
kHz (up to
approx. 6000
kHz for TV)

For 900 or 960 telephone circuits or one TV circuit
on two coaxial pairs.

8TR 307

6 MHz line equipment for coaxial
cables

60...5636
kHz (up to
approx. 6000
kHz for TV)

For 1200 or 1260 telephone circuits or one TV circuit
on two coaxial pairs.

8TR 317

12 MHz line equipment for coaxial
cables

312. . .12388
kHz

For 2700 telephone circuits or 1200 telephone circuits
+ 1 TV circuit on two coaxial pairs.

50 years in
telecommunication

Type no.

Type of equipment
Telephone multiplex equipment

Frequency
range

Features

8TR 311

24-charinel system

6. . .108 or
12. . .108kHz

Two versions: housed on a 2 m bay taking 24 channels or
housed on 6-channel panels for frame mounting.

8TR 309

120-channel system

12. . .552 kHz

Multiplex equipment for medium-capacity
radio links.

8TR 308

300-channel system

60. . .1300 kHz

Multiplex equipment providing a baseband with
supergroups no. 1 . . .5.

8TR 322

960-channel system

60. . .4028 kHz

Provides basebands of 960 channels by direct
supergroup translation.

8TR 305

2700-channel system

316. . .12388
kHz

Provides basebands of 600, 900, 1200, 1800 or 2700
channels using mastergroups and supermastergroups.

8TR 323

2700-channel system

312. . .12336
kHz

Provides 2700-channel basebands built up from
3x15 supergroups.

8TR 352

channel and group translating
equipment

60. . . 108 and
312. . .552kHz

Newly designed, compact equipment; 300 channels per
channel translation bay.

60. . .108 kHz

High-quality mono or stereo channels; compandor
optional.

line repetition
rate 1.536
Mbits/s

Short-haul PCM system with regenerative repeaters;
bipolar binary line code; up to 4 E & M facilities
per channel.

Programme modulating equipmerIt
8TR 319

Two 30. . .15000 Hz channels per
basic group

Pulse code modulation
8TR 601

24-channel system

For more information on the complete range write for catalogue "Telephone
Transmission" to
N.V. Philips' Telecommunicatie Industrie,P.O. Box 32, Hilversum, The Netherlands.

PHILIPS

TELECOMMUNICATION

You'll find the best Spanish contacts all over the world
With all the modern technical aids of its Madrid
factories Standard Electrica is the only company
which manufactures and installs Pentaconta telephone
equipment in Spain.
This type of switching equipment represents only one
of the many products of international quality which
Standard Electrica not only supplies to the Spanish
market but also exports to 37 countries throughout the
world. S.E.S.A. is Spain's largest telecommunications
company and largest exporter in this field. Standard
Electrica S.A. Ramirez de Prados, Madrid 7, Spain.

incorporating the benefits of the most recent
advances in automatic switching techniques, the
Pentaconta Crossbar telephone system maintains its
leading position among modern systems of telephony.
The basic element of this system, the Pentaconta
Crossbar multi-switch has high quality contacts.
Because of its extremely limited movement abrasion
is kept to a minimum and speed of selection is greatly
increased. The multi-switch operates in a time interval
of between 30 and 50 milliseconds; a rotatory system
switch performing the same function may take up
to 2 seconds.

Standard Electrica S.A.
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Now a complete line of
compact radio links...
Our series of all-solid-state radio link equipments
covers all the usual frequency ranges.
Features include: □ COMPACT design and SOLID
STATE FOR RELIABILITY even under severe environmental conditions ( — 20° to H-55°C—30 to 85%
relative humidity) □ PLUG IN CONSTRUCTION
for flexibility □ WIDE tolerance on power supply
□ CRYSTAL CONTROLLED oscillators □ METERING

ITT
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and ALARM CIRCUITS always included □ PERFORMANCE of the RF and channelling units IN
FULL ACCORDANCE WITH CCIR AND CCITT
recommendations. □ PORTABLE VERSION available
in any type, due to compact design. (This version can
easily be used forfield survey prior to network planning,
fortemporary links or in case of emergency.)
Conveying data? We supply complete radio transmitter-receiver with optional order-wire, housed in
weather- and shock-resistant container, and 12-circuit
channelling equipment, including signalling circuit,
similarly housed. (2 containers for 24-channel capacity.) Both equipments can be operated from a 24V
battery.
Essential characteristics: Frequency ranges: 450-7000
MHz—Baseband frequencies: 6-108 kHz (24 channels), 60-300 kHz (60 channels)—-Type of modulation: phase modulation—Power supply: 21-5-29V
d.c.—220V or 110V a.c.—1 5m 10%.
Full data is available from : Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company S.A., Radio and Line Transmission
Division, BP Building, 162 Jan Van Rijswijcklaan,
Antwerp, Belgium.

TTT
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WHAT IS THE PRICE
OF RELIABILITY?

The price you pay
for an RF-401
JUST A FEW MORE DOLLARS RUYS UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE
R F Communications has extended the reliability
philosophy established in the HF-SSB field into the
VHF-FM field. The 12 channel RF-401 has designedin features and circuitry that provide reliable long
term operation. Strict quality control assures that the
quality designed into each unit is faithfully .reproduced in every production equipment. Servicing is
made fast and efficient by the use of accessible printed
circuit boards and grouped test points.
Designed for rugged use in the 148-174 MHz band, the
RF-401 meets all applicable requirements of the FCC
and meets or exceeds the requirements of the EIA and
Canadian DOT. Power input is 100 watts and high
power 4 watt audio output provides adequate volume
in noisy environments.
The RF-401 can be complimented by a full range of
accessories from antennas to the RF-430 Monitor Receiver.

FEATURES
■ Frequency range—148 to 174 MHz.
■ Power input—100 watts.
■ Latest state-of-the-art solid state design uses integrated
circuits ... no warm-up time required.
■ Electronic channel switching for increased frequency
stability and reliability.
■ Completely conduction cooled—moisture and dust
sealed out.
■ Self-contained AC or DC power supplies.
■ Completely protected against over-voltage and line
transient.
■ Low battery drain allows continuous monitoring.
■ DC models have polarity protection.
■ Accessory receivers and remote controls.

For additional information, contact your area R F Communications representative
or write Dept. 3F 1680 University Avenue, Rochester, New York 14610, U.S.A.

rt

RF COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1680 UNIVERSITY AVENUE •

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14610

For employment opportunities, send your resume to the Personnel Director. An equal opportunity employer.
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Facts

about

Antenna

Hardware

Most bandwidth in given size space (This
2.5-30 MHz version of the 503 is smaller than
competitor's 3-30 MHz structure.)

Simplest and most reliable balunmatching unit. Thirty percent
fewer parts than others.
Handles 25 kw average with ease,
while others strain.

Alumoweld catenary broken up by failsafe insulators eliminates unreliable
3

dielectric catenaries. Alumoweld is impervious to salt

spray, RF burning, ultraviolet radiation,
rough handling during installation
and storage, all things which
have plagued dielectric catenaries for years.

These are the new performance and reliability standards set by our new Model 503 vertical log periodic
antenna. There are three other major benefits we
don't have space to talk about, and a whole new
line of the best HF antennas in the world.

New technical data and literature on the most reliable
family of HF antennas and accessories available —
write for further information today: Technology for
Communications International, 1625 Stierlin Road,
Mountain View, California 94040, USA, Telephone
(415) 961-9180. Cable Address: TECOMINT.

2
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Type

NEED A CROSSBAR EXCHANGE TOMORROW?
CALL HITACHI TODAY!
QUICK DELIVERY The Hitachi C23H

INTERCONNECTION

The
Hitachi
exchange can directly interconnect
with all present exchanges of any type
and is compatible with MFC signaling
systems.

crossbar exchange can be delivered to
any site in a short time.

FAST SETUP Simply transport the
unit to the installation site, anchor it to
the concrete foundation and connect
AC power cables and external telephone lines. No other work is required;
it's ready for service within a month.

NO DAILY MAINTENANCE Operational data are automatically indicated
by the Maintenance Data Recorder,
eliminating the need for routine testing. Maintenance personnel at a remote
office can supervise and test the exchange. Personnel also can identify
malfunctions through the unit's remote
alarm system.

POWER SUPPLY Two silicon rectifiers

Completely self-contained unit ready for
cable connections.

20 pps dial telephones.

ROUTING

Alternative
routing facilities available among trunk
lines.

No. of Subscribers

1,000

1,000

Traffic Capacity
(Erlangs / Line)

0.083

0.166

^iHIJACHI
\' -——T: /

unit is safeguarded against rain and
dust and is fully air-conditioned.

Hitachi, Ltd. Tokyo Japan

Telecommunications Dept.,International Div.

CAPACITY Any number of units may
in parallel (1000 lines per

C23HD

For more information, contact:

WEATHERPROOF UNIT The entire

be used
unit).

C23HA

Hitachi is the exclusive supplier to the
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public
Corporation, and to date has sold 500
exchanges which are being used in
Latin America, Southeast Asia, the
Middle East, and Africa, as well as in
Japan.

HIGH-SPEED DIALING Works with
FLEXIBLE

and battery supply adequate power to
run the unit; if AC power fails, the
battery will supply power for one
normal day.

Inside view of unit. Back-to-back installation
saves space.

C.P.O. Box 1 4, Tokyo, Japan
Telex: TK 2395, 2432, 4491
Cable Address: "HITACHY" TOKYO

Hitachi can also supply upon request local crossbar exchanges, toll crossbar exchanges and PABX small to large capacity exchanges.

GEC

of

England

G.E.C

know when to take
the line of
least resistance with

Multiplex

Not so long ago hybrid transformers were used to combine the
outputs from the supergroup modulators to the line amplifier in a
supergroup translating equipment. With all modulators present,
that was fine, but the removal of one of them affected the quality
of the others. Now, the outputs are fed into a low-impedance
input stage of the transistored amplifier so that when one output is
removed, there is no effect on the others.
With over 40 years' experience in the design and manufacture of
Multiplex Equipment to meet the needs of the world's markets,
GEC continues to maintain its position in this field.

This is one facet of the total capability in telecommunications
that is offered by GEC.

Takes telecommunications
into tomorrow
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.

Buyer's guide
to communication
switching systems
(by Stromberg-Carlson)
By offering an extremely wide choice
of systems, Stromberg-Carlson can
assure the capacities and services to
meet virtually any requirement.
Communication systems for
smaller businesses:
Key-ABX™ Key Systems provide inside
and outside calling from the same
telephone. There are three basic systems,
each available in an almost unlimited
variety of intercommunication
arrangements. One basic system provides
up to 18 internal stations, any number
of which can have access to one central
exchange line. Another provides up
to 28 internal stations, with two central
exchange lines. A third offers more
than 28 internal stations, with up to
11 central exchange lines.

2. Communication systems for larger
businesses—including the largest: Series
50 PABX*—offers extremely rapid
turret operation, along with a full array
of services. System capacity is 50 lines,
10 trunks, 6 links. Speed of operation
comes from the unique TOUCH-LITE®
Turret, which permits extending calls by
a touch on a button. The turret is of
elegant design. Among the many
standard services are busy-station
number indication, executive override,
call transfer, attendant's busy override.
Many optional features are also
available.
Series 80 PABX*—an economical
system with capacity of 80 lines, 14
trunks, 14 links. Ideal for basic telephone
service. Available services of the
system include busy-station number
display, call blocking, conference
service, and many more.
FX PABX*—a system that meets the
need of any business or institution, no
matter how large. System capacity is
unlimited, but a system can be installed
with as few as 50 lines. Special services
can be added as desired. The TOUCHLITE Turret has lighted buttons that
signal the condition of calls from the
central exchange. Standard and optional

services available with the system cover
the widest possible range for efficient
telephone communication.
CENTREX PABX*—a completely
modern concept of PABX service
designed to meet the complex demands
of today's communications. CENTREX
provides direct inward dialing, direct
outward dialing, PABX intercommunication, identified outward dialing, call
transfer, and all standard PABX
services. The system can serve one or
more PABX users in an area from one
centralized switching system. Each user
can have one or more attendant's
turrets, which can be switched into
service to meet changing traffic
requirements.
TYPE H PABX*—an economical system
that is expandable to large capacities
in convenient increments. Circuit plates
and associated switches are added
without wiring changes. Circuit
components are mounted back to back
in standard bay frames to save floor
space and cabling. A wide range of
standard and optional services is
available with the system.
*These systems are marketed in the
United States of America under the
name XY® Dial Systems.

3.

Dial central-office switching
systems:
COMPAK*— fully assembled system
ready for immediate service. It provides
facilities for 90 lines and 15 links,
including as many as 10 trunk lines.
Two trunk groups are provided. The
system, though physically small, provides
the operating services of a much larger
system, such as: universal-numbering
capability, frequency-selective ringing,
and more.
Larger central exchange systems*—
Stromberg-Carlson dial switching
equipment is available at low initial
investment. Maintenance requirement
for the system is minimal. The system
requires little space. Its reliability is
proven. Its capacity is unlimited.

Expansion is accomplished by plug-in
circuits. And the system is being constantly improved to keep pace with new
developments in switching techniques.
*These systems, marketed in the U.S.A.
under the name XY® Dial Systems,
are installed in over 4400 exchanges
and serve over 2,500,000 telephones
in that country.

4 • Switching-system controls—two
types available to add common-control
capability to any step-by-step system:
Electromechanical Switching System
Control (EM-SSC)— ideal for central
exchanges of small to medium size.
It enables the step-by-step system to
provide universal numbering, alternate
routing, uniform service codes, and
multifrequency outpulsing within
junction networks. Pushbutton dialing
and improved selector-level utilization
can be provided for internal exchange
traffic.
Electronic Switching System Control
(EL-SSC)—ideal for exchanges of
medium to large size. The system enables
the step-by-step system to provide
uniform service codes for local
switching, universal numbering and
alternate routing for junction networks,
and register, sender and translation
capability for the long-distance network.
The system also provides for pushbutton
dialing, and up to 240 classes of service.
When you have a communication
switching requirement, talk to the
people who have been manufacturing
telephone equipment of superb quality
since 1894. For complete information,
write to International Department,
Stromberg-Carlson, 100 Carlson Road,
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A., or call
(716) 482-2200.

Stromberg-Carlson
A Subsidiary of General Dynamics

MARCONI
PACEMAKERS...

... in space communications earth stations
design and construction.
Civil stations

Military stations

97ft for East African External

AIR-TRANSPORTABLE STATION

Telecommunications Company

40ft three for the Ministry
ofTechnology

90ft for Cable and Wireless
Limited for Bahrain
FIXED STATION

90ft for Cable and Wireless
Limited for Hong Kong

90ft for British Post Office for

42ft for Ministry of
Technology to be commission
ed in the Skynet System

FEATURES:
• Complete range of equipmentfor
earth stations for communications
compatible with Intelsat III and IV.
• Unique new non-metallic bearing
gives three times the safety
factor of roller or ball bearings,
and can be replaced without
interrupting operation of the
station.
• Special antennas for fixed and
mobile military and shjpborne
applications.

Goonhilly No. 2

42ft for Cable and Wireless
Limited as part of Apollo
Project on Ascension Island

Marconi —Europe's
largest supplier of
satellite communications
earth stations

THE QUEEN'S AWARD TO INDUSTRY

1966 1967 1968

The Marconi Company Limited
Space Communications Division
Chelmsford, Essex
LTD/P55

Thema: Telegraph and Data Transmission

SIEMENS

WTK + ARQ + MKS =

Protection

on All Short-wave Links
No problem any more. Because Siemens has played a
decisive part in bringing short-wave telegraphy up to its
present high degree of technical sophistication.
Today we can offer a broad spectrum of complete terminal stations for single and multi-channel transmission.
Some of its special characteristics:
Protection through WTK-system frequency diversity.
Even greater protection through automatic error detection and correction by the repetition request system

Transmission of 5-unit and 8-unit code characters.
The magnetic core storage MKS 4000 accepts 4000 signals
for buffering and speed conversion, thus ensuring optimum utilization of the telegraph transmission speed.Tried
and proven systems, capable of full duplex operation.
If you are interested and desire further information, write:
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Wernerwerk fur Telegrafenund Signaltechnik, 8000 Munchen 25, HofmannstrafBe 51

ARQ 1 a.

222-235-401

Siemens radio telegraphy
and data transmission
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Chronological Table and Analytical Table
All copies of the Chronological Table and Analytical Table have been removed
from the Journal telegraphique and Telecommunication Journal. A complete set
of these indexes (1869-1994) is held by the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) Library & Archives Service.

Table chronologique et table analytique
Toutes les copies des Table chronologique et table analytique ont ete enlevees
des exemplaires du Journal telegraphique et du Journal des telecommunications.
Le Service de la bibliotheque et des archives de I'Union internationale des
telecommunications (UIT) conserve une collection complete de ces tables (18691994).

fndice cronologico e indice analitico
Todas las copias del Indice cronologico e indice analitico han sido quitadas de los
ejemplares del Journal telegraphique y del Boletin de telecomunicaciones. El
Servicio de la biblioteca y de los archivos de la Union internacional de
telecomunicaciones (UIT) conserva una coleccion completa de esos indices (18691994).

Table of Artificial Satellites Launched
The complete collection of Table of Artificial Satellites Launched (1967-1993) has
been scanned by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Library &
Archives Service. The electronic copies are available at the following address:
http://handle.itu.int/ll. 1004/020.1000/7

Repertoire des satellites artificiels lances
Le Service de la bibliotheque et des archives de I'Union internationale des
telecommunications a numerise la collection complete du Repertoire des satellites
artificiels lances (1967-1993). Les fichiers electroniques sont disponibles a
I'adresse suivante:
http://handle.itu.int/ll. 1004/020.1000/7

Lanzamientos de satelites notificados
El Servicio de Biblioteca y Archivos de la Union Internacional de
Telecomunicaciones (UIT) ha escaneado la coleccion completa de Lanzamientos
de satelites notificados (1967-1993). Las copias electronicas estan disponibles en
la direccion siguiente:
http://handle.itu.int/ll.1004/020.1000/8

editorial
17 may: telecommunications day
The celebration of certain events once a year marks both
the importance the world attaches to them and man's
determination to keep alive and fresh the basic principles
on which they were founded.
Such a commemoration is often associated with a historical
date, as, for example, the celebration of United Nations
Day on 24 October, which reminds mankind that the
Charter1 was signed on that day.
In some cases the purpose is simply to make the public
better acquainted with a subject which has a direct bearing
on economic and social development or the progress of
science.
Although the ITU was the first international organization
to put the principles of international co-operation and
mutual understanding into effective practice 104 years ago,
it was thought until recently that telecommunications and
the international organization which governs them were
sufficiently well-known not to need an annual celebration
of an event connected with them.
On the contrary, if we think of the telephone, in particular,
which is one of the most widespread applications of telecommunications, this form of publicizing has been avoided
so as not to aggravate the problems caused by the spectacular increase in requirements which is evident in almost all
Member countries of the ITU, whether they are among the
industrially developed or the developing nations.
In the last ten years or so, however, all types of human
activity, and not only the telephone, telegraph and broadcasting services, have been more and more affected by the
development of telecommunication.
The spectacular entry of artificial satellites into the field
of practical applications will multiply to an impressive
extent the possibilities offered to mankind in all fields.
Among these, we may mention the use of direct broadcasting for mass communication and culture, air and
maritime radionavigation, meteorological forecasts and their
significance for the progress of agriculture. What we are
witnessing therefore is a technical revolution based on the
development of powerful telecommunication media, a
revolution which is a veritable renewal, and which, apart
from involving an entirely new technique, also creates an
urgent need for public enlightenment.
For the prompt provision of correct information, full
information in every sense, is an inalienable right of man,

closely concerned as he is with this spectacular development
of technique, especially as so many organizations and
groups, both national and international, are principally
aimed at his welfare and social advancement.
Telecommunications—in all forms—are the business of the
ITU, to such an extent that the history of the Union is
practically identified with their growth. To make the public
more aware of what telecommunications are and the eminent role they can play in the economic and social development of a nation is also to make them aware of the nature
of the ITU, and the action it has taken for over a century
to make possible the progress we see to-day.
During recent years, and on various occasions, many of
us have noted how ignorant many sectors of public opinion,
and not the least important, are of the role our Union
plays and can play in all fields within its competence.
For lack of information or because the information is
incomplete or distorted, grave harm may be done to the
ITU and, with it, to the harmonious development of
telecommunications in the widest sense.
These considerations certainly did not escape the ITU
Administrative Council when, at its 1968 session, it gave
the Secretary-General precise instructions to use all appropriate means to make our Union better known. And with
that in view, it voted substantial credits in the 1969 budget
to be used for information purposes.
Bearing these instructions in mind, I therefore proposed
at the opening meeting of the IVth Plenary Assembly of
the CCITT in Mar del Plata, Argentina, that a Telecommunications Day be established, to coincide with the
anniversary of the signing of the first ITU Convention in
Paris. From the contacts I have since had, the suggestion seems
to have been favourably received. Encouraged by this
backing, we sent a circular-letter to the administrations of
the 135 Member countries of the Union proposing that
Telecommunications Day be celebrated on 17 May 1969.
We suggest that the theme chosen for this first celebration
should be:
" The ITU, its role and action ".
There is no doubt that all administrations will see that this
first commemoration is crowned with the success it deserves.
M. MILI

The United Nations Charter was signed at San Francisco on
24 October 1945 by 51 countries.
1
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union activities
Visit of
the Head of the Swiss
Federal Department
of Transport, Communications and Power

Mr. Roger Bonvin, Federal Councillor,
Head of the Federal Department of
Transport, Communications and Power,
paid an official visit to ITU Headquarters
on 11 February.

The Federal Councillor was accompanied
by Mr. Fritz Locher, Director-General of
the Swiss PTT; Mr. Hermann Schlatter,
Secretary-General of the Department of
Transport, Communications and Power
and Mr. C. Schenk, Director, Geneva
Telephone District.
The Federal Councillor and his party had
talks with Mr. M. Mili, the SecretaryGeneral, and the other members of the
Coordination Committee of the Union.
After a tour of the building, they were
invited to a lunch offered by the SecretaryGeneral. The Genevese authorities, represented by Mr. Gilbert Duboule, President
of the Conseil d'Etat and Mrs. Lise Girardin, Mayor of the City of Geneva, and
H. E. Jean Humbert, permanent representative of Switzerland to the international
organizations in Geneva, were also present.

Visit by
the Permanent
Delegate of Spain

H.E. E. Perez Hernandez y Moreno (on the left)
is greeted by Mr. M. Mili

From left to right: Mrs. L. Girardin, Mayor of the City of Geneva; Mr. F. Locher, DirectorGeneral of the Swiss PTT; Mr. C. Schenk, Director, Geneva Telephone District; Mr. M. Mili,
Secretary-General of the ITU; Mr. G. Duboule, President of the Conseil d'Etat; Mr. R. Bonvin,
Federal Councillor, Head of the Federal Department of Transport, Communications and Power.

Visit by
the Permanent
Representative of
Norway

H.E. Jens Boyesen

H.E. Jens Boyesen,
the new Permanent
Representative
of
Norway to the Office
of the United Nations
and the other international
organizations at Geneva, paid
a visit to Mr. M. Mili,
Secretary-General of
the Union, on 13 January.

H.E. Enrique Perez Hernandez y Moreno,
Ambassador, Permanent Delegate of Spain
to the Office of the United Nations and the
other international organizations having
their headquarters at Geneva, visited Mr.
M. Mili, Secretary-General of the ITU,
on 17 January.

Visit by the Assistant
Director-General
of the ILO
Mr. A. Tevoedjr,
recently appointed
Assistant DirectorGeneral of the International Labour
Organisation (ILO),
paid a visit to Mr.
M. Mili, SecretaryGeneral of the ITU,
on 4 February.
Mr. A. Tevoedjr

Meeting of CCIR
Study Group I

CIR Study Group I (Transmitters) met
in Geneva from 9 to 25 October, 1968,
under the Chairmanship of the Vice-Chairman of the Study Group, Professor S. Ryzko
(People's Republic of Poland). The Chairman, Mr. J. Lochard (France) was unable to
attend.

C

The Study Group examined a set of texts
with which it is concerned and particularly
those dealing with the following aspects:
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union activities/technical co-operation

Definition of bandwidth

This subject gave rise to considerable discussion, as the present definition of necessary bandwidth and occupied bandwidth
are less suited to practical use by administrations and the IFRB and could not, in all
cases, be accepted by other Study Groups.
All proposals met with the objection that
they might undermine the work done by
the Study Group on spectra and bandwidths of emission since 1948. It was
decided to maintain, at least for the time
being, the present definitions and to request
administrations to provide further information on this subject.
New formulae for the calculation of the
bandwidth of composite amplitude-, frequency- and phase-modulation emissions
were included in a new report, with a view
to a future extension, in one form or
another, of the table contained in Appendix 5 of the Radio Regulations, Geneva,
1959.

Study Group XIII in particular, should
study the problem of terminology and
definitions for spurious radiation of the
different types as described in CCIR
documents and in International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) publications.

ITU. Also covered are factors affecting the
supply and demand of telecommunication
facilities; economic factors which influence
telecommunication traffic; investment required for telephone service; methods of
financing.

International Working Party 1/1 (Classification and designation of emission) met in
Geneva in October 1968 under the Chairmanship of Mr. F. Dellamula (IFRB).

All of these handbooks, in addition to
their interest to administrative and technical personnel, should be of particular
interest to students of the respective subjects.

In carrying out the work outlined in
Recommendation No. 8 of the Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva 1959,
International Working Party 1/1 studied
various methods of classifying and designating emissions and proposed that the old
recommendation should be amended.

Recent CCITT
handbooks

Itclirical
ca-operatian

Measurements of spectra and bandwidths

Having examined a few new methods of
measurement, the Study Group agreed to
summarize them in a report and invited
administrations to submit further contributions on this subject, particularly with
respect to measurements carried out under
conditions simulating those encountered in
actual traffic.
Frequency stabilization of transmitters

With regard to frequency stabilization of
transmitters, Study Group I's activities
were mainly devoted to a better presentation of the problems in a revised report, the
old one being out of date.

The work of three of the CCITT's Special
Autonomous Working Parties (GAS) has
recently been published in the form of
three handbooks:
• National automatic networks: Part C is

the work of GAS 1. The handbook deals
with buildings and sites, including power
plant, for automatic exchanges, and also
contains a bibliography.
Part A on basic planning, and Part B on

choice and supply of switching equipment,
were published in 1964.
• Local telephone networks, the work of

Spurious radiation

Studies are continuing on the measurement
of transmitters in all frequency ranges. The
Study Group indicated that it is too early
to specify any fixed bandwidth for measuring devices appropriate for spurious
radiation in the frequency range 1.5 to
30 MHz. Due to the absence of complete
compatibility between the terminology concerning spurious radiation used in Study
Groups I and XIII (Mobile services) and,
to avoid confusion and to achieve uniformity in all relevant texts, it was suggested that administrations in general and
108

Addis Ababa
Seminar on
telecommunication
management
techniques

GAS 2, covers general principles; structure
and utilization of the local network; costing; forecasting; transmission and signalling; design of local exchange areas in long
term planning; construction materials and
methods; extension planning; preparation
and execution of local network projects;
maintenance. An extensive bibliography is
appended to the handbook.
• Economic studies — Telecommunications
(1964-1968) is the result of studies carried

out by GAS 5. It refers to an economic and
telecommunication survey made in 1966
amongst all the countries Members of the
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At the kind invitation of the Government
of Ethiopia a Seminar on telecomunication management techniques was held in
Addis Ababa from 25 February to 7 March
1969. The Seminar was organized by the
ITU within the framework of its participation in the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) and in the spirit of
Resolution No. 7, adopted by the Joint
Conference of the Organization of African
Unity (OAU) and the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
in 1966.
The purpose of the Seminar was to provide
high-ranking telecommunication officials
with up-to-date information on the application of telecommunication management
techniques (telecommunication development, modern telecommunication techniques, organization of telecommunication
services and telecommunication planning).
To this effect a series of lectures was given
by a team of specialists and discussions

union activities /technical co-operation
conferences or meetings external to the ITU

were held. The language of the Seminar was
English. It is to be noted that a similar
Seminar, in French, was held during the
first half of December 1968 in Dakar. A
detailed report on the Addis Ababa
Seminar will be published in a forthcoming
issue of the Telecommunication Journal.

Departures
on mission...
... to the Republic of Indonesia

Mr. Alexander M. Skinner (Australia) left
for Indonesia in mid-January as carrier
current and line transmission instructor at
the Telecommunication Training Centre in
Bandung. This one-year mission is part of
an ITU project under the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP)/Special
Fund.

for the Sudan at the end of January. He will
be working as carrier and line transmission
instructor at the Post and Telegraph
Training Centre in Khartoum. This twoand-a-half-year mission is part of an ITU
project under the UNDP/Special Fund.

22-month mission as automatic telegraphy
expert of the telecommunication pilot
circuit Ethiopia-Ivory Coast. This mission
was part of an ITU project under the
UNDP/Special Fund.

... to Thailand

... from the Kingdom of Libya

Mr. David E. Tadde (United States) commenced his mission in Thailand at the
beginning of February as regional radiocommunication expert for the countries
members of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Asia and the Far East
(ECAFE). This one year mission is part
of an ITU project under the UNDP/
Technical Assistance.

... from the United States of America

Returns
from mission...
... from the Republic of the Ivory Coast

... to the Republic of Sudan

Mr. John Johnson (United Kingdom) left

Mr. Robert F. Lehmann (Federal Republic
of Germany) returned to Geneva from
Tripoli for debriefing after a three-year
mission as planning engineer (cable networks). This mission was part of an ITU
project under the Funds-in-Trust/Operational Assistance scheme.

M. Maurice Ravarit (France) returned to
Geneva from Abidjan for debriefing after

Mr. Irwin S. Henderson (Canada) returned
to Geneva from Washington for debriefing
after a 16-month mission as expert in
switching, numbering and signalling, attached to the Inter-American Telecommunications Commission (CITEL). This mission was part of an ITU project under the
UNDP/Technical Assistance.

conferences or meetings external tn the ITU
5th Session
of the IMCO
Sub-Committee on
Radiocommunications
The 5th Session of the Inter-Governmental Consultative Organization (IMCO)
Sub-Committee on Radiocommunications
was held in London from 13 to 17 January
1969. The Union was represented by Mr.
G. H. M. Gleadle (CCIR) and Mr. R. Petit
(IFRB).
As the agenda was a very full one, the discussions went on practically until the close
of the session. The purpose of the following
notes is to give some brief information on
the main subjects of common interest to
IMCO and the ITU discussed at the
meeting.
V"*"

1. Amendments to the Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea (London, 1960)

The Sub-Committee prepared a number of

draft amendments to the Convention for
the Safety of Life at Sea.
Some of them are consequential to the
amendments to the Radio Regulations
made by the ITU World Administrative
Radio Conference to deal with matters
relating to the maritime mobile service
(Geneva, 1967). They involve minor
changes, almost exclusively of a drafting
nature, which confirms that the Radio
Regulations and the London Convention
are mutually complementary international
treaties and do not overlap.
A further amendment provides for the
mandatory carriage of the International
Code of Signals on board ships which are
required to carry a radio installation, it
being understood that administrations will
decide whether the Code should also be
carried by ships voluntarily equipped with
such facilities. This is of great interest to the
ITU as there are 21 signals which are common to the Q code of the Radio Regulations (Appendix 13A) and to the International Code of Signals. The Sub-Committee also proposed a procedure for

updating the International Code of Signals
which involves the participation of the
other international organizations concerned (including the ITU).
Finally, the Sub-Committee proposed that
the carriage of radio-equipment for homing
on frequency 2182 kHz (see CCIR Recommendation 428-1) should be made mandatory for all ships of 300 tons or more whose
keel is laid after the coming into force of
this amendment. There was considerable
opposition to the proposal from some
participants, who regarded it as premature.
These draft amendments will be studied by
the Maritime Safety Committee in February 1969, after which they will be subject,
if appropriate, to the normal approval and
ratification procedure.
2. Study of the maritime distress system

The Sub-Committee had started a general
review of the maritime distress system at
its 4th Session (8-11 April 1968) with a view
to improving it. It drew up a list of questions which needed to be studied at
greater length. Most of these were examined
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of the fact that the final meetings of the
CCIR Study Groups (including Study
Groups IV (Space systems and radioastronomy) and XIII (Mobile services))
are to be held in autumn 1969 and that the
ITU Administrative Space Radio Conference, which they hope will allocate
frequency bands for aeronautical and
maritime purposes, is scheduled for late
1970 or early 1971.
A list of operational requirements for
merchant shipping was drawn up; there are
a dozen points in all, occupying a page and
a half. This is accompanied by comments
on the progress of the work of the CCIR,
considerations of timing and the question
of frequencies.
Although no information was made
available to the Sub-Committee on the
economic aspects of the use of a future

at the 5th Session and provisional replies
were worked out in particular as regards
the use of the calling and distress frequency
2182 kHz. At its next session the SubCommittee will give its final conclusions on
these matters and will indicate how the
solutions proposed can best be implemented. It will also study a number of other
questions which were not dealt with due to
lack of time.
This study, which is obviously extremely
important for merchant shipping, occupied
the attention of the Sub-Committee during
most of the session.
3. Space communications for
shipping requirements

merchant

Space communications were not discussed
in great detail because of pressure of time,
although the participants were fully aware

space system, it was obvious that all
participants had this question in mind
during the discussion. It was recognized
that it was desirable for a single system to be set up for the needs of shipping
and aviation.
4. Next meeting of the Sub-Committee

In view of the amount of work to be dealt
with, the Sub-Committee agreed to request
the Maritime Safety Committee (which
will examine the reports of the 4th and 5th
Sessions of the Sub-Committee in February 1969) to make available financial and
other means to enable the Sub-Committee
to hold a further session in 1969. December seemed to be the best month in view
of the other meetings to be held by IMCO.
R.P.

THE JOURNAL
Seventy-five years ago
News
Communications with South America — The
new telegraph line between Buenos Aires
and Valparaiso, the construction of which
was announced in our last issue, is now
available to the international service. With
the opening of this line, the Brazilian Submarine Company, which owns the cables
between Lisbon and Pernambuco, was able
to make considerable reductions in its
charges for correspondence exchanged over
this channel between Europe and Bolivia,
Chile and Peru, and to bring them into line
with those payable over the Northern and
Galveston transatlantic cables.
We also learn that the South American Company, which owns the cables connecting
Pernambuco to St. Louis in Senegal and to
the general network via the cables from
Cadiz to Tenerife. and Senegal, has just
reduced by 1.70 francs per word the charge
for telegrams between Europe or North
America, on the one hand, and Brazil,
Uruguay, Paraguay and the Argentine
Republic, on the other hand, which are sent
over Spanish land channels, the Tenerife
Noronha cables and Brazilian land lines.
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Telegraphy and telephony in the United States
of America. — The following extracts from
the report by Mr. Preece, the eminent
Engineer-in-Chief of the British General
Post Office, on his recent voyage to America, are taken from Industrie Electrique:

" Everything is based, moreover, on a faith
in uninterrupted commercial expansion
which has never been betrayed, much more
than on results already achieved. If we leave
absolute figures aside, fantastic as they may
be, and examine their relative values, we
see that, compared with 1884, the number of
telegrams and the amount of revenue have
not kept pace with the increase in capital
invested, the increase in expenditure and
the expansion of the network. But the
future is there and nobody dreams of
worrying about it. It is the same old story:
build roads and people will use them."
m

Journal telegraphique — March 1894

ideas aal achievements
an expected lifetime of one year. The
satellite is spin stabilized at 10 rpm, a rate
that is regulated by a gas jet system.
The spin axis is capable of reorientation.
The inertial attitude of the spacecraft is
determined with an accuracy of ± 2° by
the attitude measurement system. Exterior
of the spacecraft carries 8576 solar cells
for electrical power generation.

European
HEOS-A satellite

Eclipses of less than one hour are predicted
for the first 6 months in orbit and thereafter eclipses near apogee of only 3 hours
are expected. During long eclipses the
spacecraft systems, except the command
receiver, will be shut down; consequently
only a 5 ampere-hour battery is carried.
All data are transmitted in real time, the
telemetry rate being 12 bits per second.
The transmitter operates on 136.65 MHz
and has a power of 5.5 W. Seventy commands can be transmitted to the spacecraft via the command receiver operating
on 148.25 MHz. Almost 100 per cent
telemetry coverage will be possible at one
or other of the European Satellite Tracking,
Telemetry and Telecommand Network

(ESTRACK) stations at Redu, Belgium
and Fairbanks, Alaska.
By use of an extended parking orbit, the
injection point into the final trajectory
was located above the Indian Ocean, and
thus the apogee is well above the equator
in the Northern hemisphere. This permits
the use of the ESTRACK stations at
Redu (Belgium), Fairbanks (Alaska) and
Spitzbergen (Norway) to follow the high
altitude part of the orbit, instead of
having to rely only on the remote
ESTRACK station in the Falkland Islands
supplemented by the European Space
Vehicle Launcher Development Organization (ELDO) station of Gove in Australia
as would have been required with a direct
ascent trajectory from Cape Kennedy
which would have brought the apogee in
the Southern hemisphere.
In the injection phase the spacecraft was
followed by the NASA down-range stations and by three telemetry stations of
the Centre national d* etudes spatiales
(CNES), France, located in Africa. —
ESRO/NASA.

T

he European Space Research Organization's (ESRO) first interplanetary
physics research satellite, HE OS, was
launched by a United States National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Thor- Delta vehicle from Cape
Kennedy, Florida, on 5 December 1968.
HEOS (Highly Eccentric Orbit Satellite)
was the first spacecraft launched under an
ESRO-NASA agreement providing for
launchings on a reimbursable basis.
HEOS' scientific mission is to study
interplanetary physics—particularly magnetic fields—cosmic radiation and solar
wind outside of the magnetosphere and
the earth's shock-wave during the period
of maximum solar activity. For this
purpose a highly elliptical orbit was
selected, with an apogee of 225 000 km,
equivalent to two-thirds the distance from
the earth to the moon, and a perigee of
440 km. The 108 kg satellite has a period
of approximately 5 days and an inclination
of 28.3°
The spacecraft

HEOS is an octagonal structure 255 cm
high and 130 cm in diameter. It will have

HEOS satellite
1
2
3
4
5
6

- thermal shield (lower)
- albedo sensor
- solar gate sensors (double unit)
- solar gate sensors (triple unit)
- adapter
- S-24 core store
7 - octagon
8 - S-24 A data handling
9 - solar panel frame
10 - shear panel (top)
11 - thermal shield (top)
12 - S-24 A sensor
13 - S-24 A sensor
14 - antenna
15 - boom
16 - pressure regulator
17 - N2 gas tank
18 - S-72 electronics
19 - solar module primary array
20 - outrigger
21 - S-16 experiment
22 - solar module secondary array
23 - S-72 sensor support
24 - S-72 sensor

(NASA)
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Satellite characteristics

The Intelsat-III satellites are designed to
receive transmissions in the 5920 to 6420
MHz band (up-link) and to transmit back
to earth in the 3695 to 4195 MHz band
(down-link).

Intelsat-Ill

T

HE

Intelsat-III-B commercial commu-

nications satellite was launched on 18
December 1968 from Cape Kennedy, Florida, by the United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
A previous launch effort of the first
Intelsat-III took place on 18 September
1968 but was aborted when the rocket
began to break up.
Intelsat-III-B was placed in a temporary
elliptical or transfer orbit with an apogee
of about 36 500 km and a perigee of
approximately 265 km. On 20 December
the satellite was thrust into a near-circular
synchronous orbit. Since then, the satellite's orbit has been refined and circularized to an altitude of 35 880 km and
the orbital velocity synchronized with the
earth's rotation at its position over the
Atlantic at 31° west longitude.
The 1200-circuit satellites of the Intelsat-III
series are intended to expand communications capacity across the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans and, with the launching of an
Indian Ocean satellite in this series, to
make satellite coverage available on a
world-wide basis.
Four satellites are scheduled to be launched
in this series. The second will be placed
over the Pacific at 174° east longitude1;
the third over the Atlantic at 6° west
longitude; and the fourth over the Indian
Ocean at 62.5° east longitude.
The second Intelsat-III satellite was launched
on 5 February 1969.
1
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A satellite command sub-system is used
to signal ignition of the apogee motor and
to control the satellite during its lifetime.
Each satellite has two command and
telemetry sets, one for each communications repeater. The telemetry sends
information through the omnidirectional
or mechanically de-spun antenna to the
earth stations equipped with telemetry and
command ground equipment. Information
concerning spin rate of the satellite, the
spin rate of its antenna and whether the
spacecraft is properly oriented toward the
earth is received by the earth station and
transmitted to the Control Centre in
Washington, where engineers evaluate the
data with the aid of computers and relay
necessary commands back to the satellite
through the telemetry and command
earth station.
Each Intelsat-III satellite has been designed
for a minimum life of 5 years in orbit,
35 880 km over the equator. At launch,
each satellite weighs 287 kg. In orbit,
after the apogee motor fuel has been
expended, the weight is 146 kg.
The body of the Intelsat-III satellite is a
cylinder 104 cm tall and 142 cm in diameter.
On top of this cylinder is the antenna
system which, combined with the height
of the body, gives the spacecraft an
overall height of 198 cm.
Sub-systems

Among the major sub-systems or operating
components of the Intelsat-III communications satellite are:
Antenna

A directional communications/omnidirectional telemetry and command antenna,
mounted on top of the structure,
enables the satellite to receive and transmit
signals. The antenna is mechanically
de-spun. As the satellite spins clockwise,
the antenna spins counter-clockwise at
precisely the same speed. This keeps the
antenna always pointed toward the earth
in the proper communications position.
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Intelsat-III antenna

(GT&E)

Communications

Two repeaters (transponders) receive,
process and transmit many different kinds
of signals simultaneously. The effective
radiated power from the satellite is more
than 22 dBW. Each Intelsat-III has a
designed capacity of 1200 two-way voice
channels or 4 television channels. They
are designed for simultaneous communications between several earth stations.
Orientation

Earth sensors and electronic equipment
are used to measure the attitude, and the
control station fires small thrusters to keep
the satellite properly aligned with the earth.
Electric power

10 720 solar cells, mounted on the outside
of the satellite, convert sunlight into
electrical energy for operating the equipment. More than 130 W of power are
supplied to the satellite for operating the
various electrical and electronic components. At synchronous altitude, the spacecraft is in sunlight most of the time.
During the spring and fall, however,
there are 45-day periods during which
each satellite is in and out of the earth's
shadow. During these periods, the required
electrical energy is provided by a battery
which is recharged by the solar cells when
the satellite re-enters the sunlight.
Apogee motor

A large, centrally mounted solid propellant
motor supplies additional velocity needed
(1848 m/s approximately) to enter the
synchronous circular orbit.

ideas and achievements

Five satellites in operation

There are now five Intelsat communications satellites in orbit furnishing communications service across the Atlantic
and the Pacific Oceans. Providing service
over the Atlantic are Intelsat-I (Early Bird)2
launched 6 April, 1965, the Intelsat-II
Atlantic Two satellite, launched 22 March
1967, and the present Intelsat-III-B. Providing service across the Pacific are the
Intelsat-II Pacific One satellite, launched
11 January 1967 and the Intelsat-II
Pacific Two satellite, launched 27 September, 1967. Each of these satellites, except
Intelsat-I, provide coverage north and
south of the equator and all have a capacity of 240 high-quality voice circuits,
or a television equivalent.
Intelsat-III-B went into commercial operation on 24 December 1968.—COMSAT.
On 18 January 1969 Early Bird (Intelsat-I)
was de-activated and remains in reserve for
emergency and experimental service.
2

down to 2200 km per hour at the closest
approach Icarus has made to earth in
19 years.
" We found indications, too, that Icarus
is rough, even jagged, and perhaps
shaped like a peach stone", said Dr.
Richard M. Goldstein, Chief of JPL's
Radar Astronomy Research Section.
" However, the radar reflections are unable
to indicate whether the surface might be
stony or metallic."
If Icarus' surface is metallic, its radius
may be as small as 300 m, Dr. Goldstein
estimated. If it is stony, the radius estimate is 600 m. That fixes the asteroid's
diameter at 600 to 1200 m, with 900 m
a probable figure.
The asteroid, Dr. Goldstein points out,
would easily be lost in the Grand Canyon.
The apparent size is half pre-radar estimates. Most astronomers believed Icarus
was 1600 m or so in diameter.

excess of 58 000 km/h relative to the
Goldstone station.
A 450 kW transmitter installed on one
of the station's 26-metre antennae beamed
the radar waves at a frequency of 2388
MHz. The reflected echoes were received
by Goldstone's giant 63-metre antenna,
22.5 km away from the transmitter.
Average radar echo time lag to and from
Icarus is 43 seconds.
While the echoes were extremely faint,
they were recordable. Results of each
test were averaged and analysed, with the
aid of computers. Comparison with known
radar observations and measurements of
Mercury, Venus and the moon helped in
the determination of the size, velocity and
rotation rate of Icarus.
In addition to the echo time lag, the
Doppler shift was revealing. The irregularity of these changes indicated that the
asteroid is rough and not necessarily round.

Icarus
measurements
by radar

a distance of 6.5 million kilometres, radar astronomers at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, California, have
determined that the asteroid Icarus is
approximately 800 metres in diameter and
rotates about once every two and onehalf hours.

F

ROM

The difficult radar feat was performed in
a series of seven microwave probes over
a 3-day period at the NASA Goldstone
tracking station in the Mojave Desert.
The spinning mini-planet was clocked at
speeds varying from 58 000 km per hour

The new deep space network antenna at Goldstone in California has a dish measuring 64 m
in diameter. The dish and its support weigh
approximately 2500 tons and float on an oil
bearing the thickness of a sheet of paper. The
entire assembly, including pedestal, weighs
8000 tons

One of the 26-metre diameter radar antennae
used in the tracking of spacecraft designed for
fly-by orbit and landing on the moon and other
planets is used at Goldstone, California

Dr. Goldstein and his staff conducted
Icarus radar experiments from 14 to
16 June 1968. The measurements were
made in a research project for the NASA.

Icarus, one of the smaller asteroids,
passes closer to the sun (28 million km)
than any regular orbiting body, including
Mercury. At peak velocity it may reach
320 000 km/h.

Icarus reached its closest approach —
6 300 000 km — shortly after noon on
14 June. The asteroid was followed by
radar beams in seven spaced experiments
of about 3 hours each until it was some
10 million km away and travelling in

(NASA)

The asteroid describes an elliptical orbit
around the sun every 409 days. But only
once every 19 years does it swing close
to earth. The closest possible approach is
believed to be 5 700 000 km — NASA.
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Republic of Germany, there is already
talk of a shortage of 50 000 young technicians. In the Deutsche Bundespost
itself about 3000 officials with engineering
training are needed at present, to serve
as senior telecommunication technical
staff. In five years' time this shortage will
rise to about 5000 owing to the rapid
spread of automation in telecommunication.

Technical
training school
at Dieburg

T

HE

Deutsche Bundespost is building

its own modern technical training
school at Dieburg in the Odenwald, on
a site of 115 000 sq. m. It thus hopes
to remedy the shortage of engineers, for
whom there are about 3000 vacancies at
present.
Growing need for engineers

The need for engineers increases year by
year throughout the world. In the Federal

For some years now the State engineering
schools have no longer been able to meet the
constantly increasing demand for telecommunication engineers. That is why as early
as 1954 the Deutsche Bundespost built
its own engineering school in Berlin so
that it could itself train at least some of
the engineers it intends to recruit (120
students leave the school each year). But
what are 120 engineers when, allowing
for the backlog in recruitment, 900 are
needed each year? As a result, it has
been decided to build a second school at
Dieburg, which will be even larger than
the first, with a capacity for 1260 students.
With the aid of these two schools, the
Deutsche Bundespost will be able to
overcome the shortage of engineers in
about ten years' time.
Cost of the building — 90 million marks

Dieburg was chosen as the site for the
new school chiefly because of its favourable
position as regards communications and
transport, being in the middle of the
Federal Republic and not far from the
two Technical Centres of the Deutsche

Model of the technical training school at Dieburg
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Bundespost (Postal Technical Centre and
Telecommunication Technical Centre) and
from the Technische Hochschule (of university level) at Darmstadt. It is also
quite near to Frankfurt-on-Main, which
is a world telecommunication centre.
This technical training school will cost
close on 90 million German marks to
build. There will be fifteen buildings
in all, with a floor space of almost
40 000 sq. m: an administrative building,
five buildings for teaching, an assembly
hall, four students' hostels, a gymnasium
and stores, etc. There will be 38 classrooms, twenty laboratories for physics,
chemistry, electrotechnics and telecommunication technique, three drawing offices,
22 rooms for practical work, various
workshops and a room housing an
electronic computer. The restaurant can
seat 750 students and is the largest the
Deutsche Bundespost has. The students
will have their own rooms in five towers
(the highest having 18 storeys) in the
grounds of the school.
Beginning of courses in September 1968

The school opened in September 1968
with an initial intake of 210 students.
Each semester there will be further entries
of 210 students and the school will have
reached its maximum capacity of 1260
students in spring 1971. The studies
themselves cover six semesters (three
years) during which students receive a
study grant and an allowance for books,
etc. — Deutsche Bundespost.

Buildings under construction

(Deutsche Bundespost)

some aspects of international
co-operation in space
telecommunications
by I. PETROV
Deputy Head of the Central Office for Space Communications
Ministry of Communications
USSR

T

advent of communication satellites
has given the world additional possibilities of setting up direct relations and
contacts between different countries and
peoples, and of studying the past and present of the peoples of the various continents.
HE

Communication satellites make it possible
to set up high-quality and reliable links
and to exchange sound and television
broadcasts between any points of the
earth's surface. Communication satellites
can be used for data transmission, the
radio-location of aircraft and ships, or in
the service of education, public health and
economic and cultural development.
As a rule, it is more economical to use
satellites for very long-distance communications than terrestrial media, for the costs
do not increase with the distance as in the
latter case.
Experience shows that communication
satellites have a promising future and that
they will be used chiefly for connexions
between very distant points and points
separated by vast expanses of water. If
installation costs alone are considered, the
cost of laying transoceanic cables is often
higher than the cost of setting up a satellite
link providing the same number of channels between two continents, particularly
in the case of television transmissions.
It follows that communication satellites
can be successfully used both to meet the
national telecommunication requirements
of countries and also for the exchange of
sound and television programmes between
countries situated in the same continent or
elsewhere.
The use of satellites for international

relations presupposes international cooperation in both the legal and the technical fields.
A special feature of communication satellites is that they emit electromagnetic
energy over clearly defined regions of the
earth's surface, regardless of the national
frontiers situated in those regions. The
higher the apogee of the satellite, the larger
the region covered. One satellite in a
stationary equatorial orbit at an altitude
of about 36 000 km can radiate over an
area equal to about one-third of the
earth's surface.
International co-operation is necessary
even if satellites are to be used by only
two countries, since they will have to agree
on the method of setting up the link,
standard equipment characteristics, etc.
Another extremely important point to be
borne in mind is that communication
satellites receive and transmit electromagnetic energy, using frequency bands in the
1 to 10 GHz bands that are also used by
terrestrial services (both fixed and mobile).
Mutual interference may therefore be
caused between terrestrial and space
services.
The Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference for Space Communications
(Geneva, 1963) examined the possibility of
sharing frequency bands between earth and
space services. Basing itself on the recommendations of the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR), it concluded that such sharing was possible in
certain conditions. As a result of the
Conference, new provisions were included
in the Radio Regulations. They may be
summed up as follows:

— limitation of the power flux density
produced by a satellite emission at the
earth's surface, so as not to cause interference to stations of terrestrial services;
— limitation of the power radiated by
earth stations in the horizontal plane and
establishment of a minimum angle of
elevation for earth station antennae, so as
to avoid causing interference to stations of
terrestrial services (fixed and mobile);
— limitation of isotropic radiated power
of stations in the fixed and mobile services,
so as to avoid causing interference to
reception by communication satellites;
— establishment of an acceptable co-ordination distance for the siting of earth
stations within the frontiers of each
country, with a view to avoiding mututal
interference between such stations and
between earth stations and stations of
terrestrial services of neighbouring countries.
All the above provisions of the Regulations are now in force. However, space
communication techniques are developing
at such a pace that provisions adopted five
years ago are already inadequate.
The fact is that communication systems
used before 1963 were still experimental
and satellites were launched only on low
circular orbits. As the satellites were
always moving, interference arose spasmodically when a satellite happened to
cross a radio-relay emission for a short
period of time. But as soon as satellites
were launched on stationary equatorial
orbits (at an altitude of about 36 000 km)
the problem of interference caused by
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radio-relay stations to satellite stations
took on a new significance: radio-relay
stations could now cause constant interference to communication satellites if they
are transmitting in the meridianal directions in which the satellites are situated.

cal to operate, it'could also be used for
regional — and in some cases national —
communications. The number of communication systems required would then be
small and it would not be unduly complicated to co-ordinate their operation.

When the Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference for Space Communications in 1963 decided to allocate frequencies for space services, it proceeded
on the assumption that the frequencies
concerned would be used chiefly for
international telecommunication systems.
At the time it was not very clear
how many such systems might exist,
what their organisation and technical
structure would be, how many satellites
would be used for each of them and with
what orbits, what the bandwidths of the
satellite receiver-transmitters should be,
and so on.

The establishment of a single global international communication system undoubtedly offers economic advantages and
ensures the most efficient use of the
spectrum in the frequency bands allocated
to space telecommunications. Such a system could be based on the following
principles:

The situation has changed since then and
there is now a tendency to set up a number
of communication-satellite systems, worldwide, regional or national, most of which
are planned to use satellites on stationary
equatorial orbits.
In these circumstances, new international
agreements are necessary to regulate the
siting of satellites on stationary orbits,
since frequency selection may not ensure
that several communication systems can
work in a narrow band without mutual
interference.
It is also proving necessary to co-ordinate
these systems both as regards international
regulation and from the technical angle
(use of the frequency spectrum, application of technical standards on communication channels, and equipment standards).
The International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) has begun to include such
co-ordination among its activities in recent
years and it would obviously be desirable
for the ITU to continue to deal with these
questions of co-ordination in space communications, in the interests of all countries.
The volume of work involved in the coordination of satellite communication systems will depend on the number of such
systems. If countries wish to co-operate in
the field of space telecommunications, basic
principles could be worked out as the
foundation for a single global international
communication system. If such a system
had sufficient capacity and were economi116

— observation of the basic provisions of
the Treaty on principles governing the
activities of States in the exploration and
use of outer space, including the moon and
other celestial bodies (of 27 January 1967)
and also Resolutions Nos. 1721 and 1802
of the United Nations General Assembly,
which expressly state that communication
satellites must be used on a world-wide
basis without discrimination;
— co-operation in strengthening and developing multilateral cultural, economic
and other relations by the setting up of
telecommunication links, and of sound and
television broadcasting services via satellite;
— co-operation in theoretical and experimental research, and in planning the operation and development of international
communication links by satellite, based on
the respect of the sovereign rights of States,
equality, non-interference in domestic
affairs, and mutual assistance and benefit.
On the basis of the foregoing, it would be
possible to formulate the following fundamental principles for the organization of
an international telecommunication system:
— any sovereign State which has signed
the relevant international agreement could
take part in the international system. This
is implicit in the very name of the system,
which would be a single, global international system. Every State, irrespective
of its physical size, population or any other
considerations, must be able to use the
most appropriate and economical means
for its relations with other countries and
peoples;
— each country participating in the communications system must have the possi-
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bility of being represented in its governing
body, with the same rights as all the other
participating countries. All countries must
have equal rights to participate in the
setting up and operation of the communications system;
— all representatives of countries in the
governing body must have equal rights and
obligations. When questions are settled by
voting, they should each have one vote,
and decisions should be taken by a qualified majority. Observance of these immutable principles of international co-operation will make it possible to consider the
interests of all countries participating in
the establishment and operation of the
communications system;
— a fund financed by the contributions
from the participating countries would be
established for the planning, setting up and
operation of the communications system,
including the launching of satellites. The
participating countries would themselves
fix the amount of this fund, in the light of
the decisions they take concerning the
nature of the system and on what is
required of it. The financial contribution
by each country will also depend on the
number of participating countries, i.e. it
will be inversely proportional to the number of participants;
— the size of the contribution made by
each country will depend on the number of
channels it needs in the system, i.e. it will
be directly proportional to the number of
channels used;
— the operational revenue from the communications system will be shared among
the countries in proportion to their contributions ;
— the communication channels would be
allocated among countries and brought
into operation according to the requirements of each country and at rates fixed by
the governing body.
The above list of organizational principles
is not exhaustive, but could be amplified
or altered to some extent. The idea behind
them, however, must be the creation of the
most efficient possible international system on a just and democratic basis, which
will take account of the desires and
communications requirements of all countries without discrimination and without
profit to one country at the expense of the
others.
( Original language: Russian)

colour
videophone
by Georges VALENSI

A. Introduction

W

the long-distance telephone service is operated
manually or semi-automatically, a shortage of longdistance circuits during peak hours tries only the telephone
operator's patience, but where long-distance telephony is
fully automatic (as it is in many countries) the user himself is
inconvenienced when there are not enough circuits at busy
hours.
HERE

For this reason, telecommunication administrations will
increasingly be faced with the need to set up new, largecapacity, telecommunication channels to transmit information: coaxial cables with numerous transistorized repeaters,
PCM wave-guides (radio or laser), not to mention more
highly powered stationary or quasi-stationary communication satellites. This will entail heavy financial investment and
the time is ripe to consider the best ways of making such
investment profitable.
One way will be to provide some telephone users at slack
periods with rapid data transmissions towards powerful computers capable of answering questions quickly. New services
(e.g. long-distance talks, televised advertising and education)
could also be provided to meet new requirements arising
from the rapid expansion of continental and intercontinental
trade and the steadily growing demand for research scientists
and technicians for industry and medicine. For these new
services, a temporary closed circuit will be set up at the
request of users. It will obviously have differential phase and

gain distortion and impedance irregularities. Moreover, the
receivers and picture reproduction equipment used in the
private stations linked by the closer circuit will have to be
sufficiently standardized for correct inter-correspondence
without transcoding.

As phase is badly transmitted on a temporary uncorrected
circuit, the NTSC colour television process does not seem
suitable for the " colour videophone ". In order to obtain
satisfactory production (in pure white or grey) of an uncoloured element of the televised view, despite the imperfections of the closed circuit, it appears necessary to separate
the spectra of the luminance and chrominance signals; in this
case, however, frequency modulation of the colour carrier in
the SEC AM process would require, for the chrominance, a
frequency band of at least 1 MHz (instead of 0.5 MHz) for
the same minimum colour information. In line-sequential
systems with field interlacing (SECAM or PAL), the clarity of
outline of a mobile coloured object is reduced by 4 to 1 in the
vertical direction and users (wishing to participate in longdistance talks, for example) will become steadily more
demanding as regards the quality of such an expensive service.
If the closed circuit includes PCM sections, the transmission
capacity will be limited by the technology of the pulse production; the number of pulses cannot exceed 109 per second
unless it is possible to produce pulses narrower than one
nanosecond at mid-height industrially, since these pulses
cannot be made closer in time than at their mid-height. If
the television emission contains only amplitude modulations,
it will suffice (at the origin of the wave-guide) to sample the
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emission at twice the maximum frequency of its spectrum;
with phase modulation, sampling will have to be at four times
this maximum frequency so as to detect (at reception) not only
the maximum and minimum of each cycle but also the zero
point; with frequency modulation, sampling will have to be
at least at four times this maximum frequency since, to
detect transition from a frequency fx to a frequency /2, we
shall have to detect at least two cycles of frequency fx and two
cycles of frequency f2.
The foregoing led to a proposal * that the following bases be
used for the standardization of closed-circuit colour telephonovision:
1) for an uncoloured (white or grey) element in the televised
view, only the conventional luminance signal is directly
transmitted:
Y = 0.30 £+0.59+0.11 R
B, V and R being the " primary signals " (standard saturated
colours blue, green and red) produced by the camera and, if
necessary, precorrected as a function of the non-linearity of
the brightness-excitation characteristic of the fluorescent
substances in the three-colour screen of the cathode-ray tube
which reproduces the coloured pictures;

2) for a coloured element in the televised view, a weighted
Y
luminance signal Y' — — is directly transmitted, (S) being
S
the degree of colour saturation of the element. A " hue
signal (C)", which modulates the amplitude of a colour
carrier (pc) by means of a compatible single-sideband modulator, is also transmitted; the colour carrier itself is not sent so
that the whole band allocated to the chrominance (pCm)
can be used for the colour information;
3) for the sound (s) accompanying the picture, a " sound
signal (psm) is separately transmitted; this is a carrier the
frequency of which is modulated by the sound Os ).
1

In closed circuit colour videophone, the line-sync signals
(tl) and the field-sync signals (ti) would be those standardized
by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR)
which are now used in the three colour television processes
(NTSC, SECAM and PAL).

* " Suggestions on colour television

tion Journal, June 1967.
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Figure 1 shows the three channels assigned to the luminance
signal Y (or weighted luminance signal Y'), the hue signal C
(chrominance frequency pCm) and the sound signal (psm),
respectively. Figure 2 shows the definition of the hue signal
(C), which is a voltage proportional to the number (1 to 20)
of the unshaded sector representing the hue (dominant monochromatic radiation) of the colour element in the televised
view scanned at the transmitter; the sectors correspond to
Newton's colour circle (figure 2), the circumference of which
is graduated in millimicrons (nip) or in nanometres, Munsell's
work on colorimetry having shown that, under average
conditions of vision, the human eye can discriminate between no more than twenty essential hues. The shaded section
is not used. At the top of figure 2 will be seen the phase
diagram of the vectors relating to the various hues; the
letters I and Q correspond to the two chrominance components of the NTSC process, while the vectors representing the
chrominance components proportional to (B- Y) or to (R- Y)
in the SECAM and PAL processes would be parallel to the
vectors B and R in figure 2; (pc) corresponds to the colour
carrier and (sr) to the " colour burst" used as reference
signal in the NTSC process. The unused shaded area in
figure 2 corresponds to the purple vector P of this phase
diagram, that is to say, to a 61° dephasing in relation to the
colour carrier (pc). Allowance is made for this dephasing by
means of a dephaser (dpr) shown in figure 3.

B. Channels for colour videophone

Two aspects of videophone must be considered:
1) Videophone between small-screen sets
Such instruments would be found in the office of the director
of a large firm or in the offices of his assistant directors in
charge of branches in the various regions of a large country or
in different countries in the same continent. In this case, a
closed circuit would be used to transmit either analog signals
occupying a 1 MHz bandwidth or code signals at a
rate of 6.3 megabits per second. This is already being
done, with code pulses, in private monochrome videophone in the United States of America, where a T2 line
system equivalent to 4 groups of 24 telephone channels
(96 telephone channels) is used. As the screen of the receiver
is very small, every dot in the reproduced picture can (and

Figure 1

must) be of the same size as in monochrome broadcasting
(e.g., 525-line pictures created by 60 interlaced fields per
second). In Europe, it is thought to introduce a system
" consisting of groups of 32 telephone channels ". By taking
3 groups of 32 telephone channels, which also add up to
96 channels, this system could be connected to the American
videophone network.
For colour videophone according to the above-mentioned
system, shown in figure 1, the luminance channel ^transY\
mitting either For —I would occupy 800 kHz (0.8 MHz)
while the chrominance channel (transmitting the colour
carrier pc = 0.8 MHz, amplitude-modulated by the hue
signal (C) would occupy 0.2 MHz; the sound channel (psm)
would be a separate telephone channel.
2) Videophone between sets with medium or large screens
For long-distance talks and commercial advertising, a
medium-size screen (1 or 2 square metres) will do, but for
televised education the screen in a university lecture hall must
be at least 4 x 3 m (12 square metres).

Figure 2

With a medium-size screen, a closed circuit transmitting
analog signals occupying a total bandwidth of 4 MHz would
be used; in Europe this would be equivalent to a supermaster
group of 900 telephone channels; in the United States, it
would be half of " a (F4) transmission system " on a 2.6/
9.5 mm coaxial pair, i.e. equivalent to twice 600, or 1200, telephone channels. The luminance channel ^transmitting Y or
Y\
— I in figure 1 would then occupy 3.3 MHz, which corresponds to 405-line pictures created by 50 interlaced fields per
second; the chrominance channel (transmitting a 3.3 MHz
carrier amplitude-modulated by the hue signal C) would
occupy 0.5 MHz; and the sound channel transmitting a
3.9 MHz carrier, the frequency of which was modulated by
the sound (s) accompanying the picture, would occupy a
bandwidth of 0.2 MHz.
With a large screen, a closed circuit would be used to transmit
analog signals occupying a total bandwidth of 6 MHz; the
luminance channel (
I 7 or — \I would occupy 5 MHz; the
Y

Figure 3

chrominance channel transmitting a colour carrier amplitudemodulated by the hue signal (C) would occupy 1 MHz; and
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the sound 0) accompanying the picture would be transmitted
by code pulses (after sampling the sound at the picture line
frequency) during the line-banking interval, while the test
signals and a text summarizing the talk illustrated by the
picture would be transmitted (by code pulses) during the
field-blanking interval, as indicated in the article entitled
" International colour television " *.

C. Production of the weighted luminance signal ^Y'
and the hue signal (C) at the transmitter

Figure 3 represents the transmitter from the camera (Obj,
md, TB, TV, TR, MR) to the transmitting equipment (Etv) of
the transmission channel for the video signal and the sound
signal. The two chrominance components (I, Q for the
NTSC system, or (.B- Y) and (R- Y) for the PAL and SECAM
systems) modulate in quadrature the amplitude of the colour
carrier (pc) produced by the oscillator (Gpc); at the output
of the mixer (ml), the chrominance wave (Chr) is obtained,
the amplitude of which (S Y) is the produce of the luminance
(Y) and the degree of colour saturation (S), while its phase
(with respect to the colour carrier pc) characterizes the hue
(C) to be reproduced at the distant receiver.
The hue signal (C) is obtained at the output of the phase
detector (DP), one input of which receives the wave (Chr)
while the other input receives the colour carrier (pc) through
the dephaser (dpr), producing the dephasing of 61° mentioned
above with respect to figure 2.

Figure 4

Figure 5

The wave (Chr) is applied to the amplitude detector (DA),
followed by the electronic divider (DEx), at the output of
which the saturation signal (S) is obtained which traverses
the amplitude filter (FAS) cutting out the very small values of
(S) which correspond to colours with a very low degree of
saturation; since such colours appear as dark greys when they
are only slightly illuminated and as whites when they are
strongly illuminated, the signal (C) need not be transmitted:
it is enough to transmit the luminance signal (7). Hence, the
hue signal (C), after having traversed the amplitude filter
(FAC) — cutting out values below 1 or above 20, corresponding to the shaded area of Newton's circle (figure 2) —
must pass through the electronic gate (PC) before reaching
* Article by G. Valensi published in the Telecommunication Journal,
April 1968.
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Figure 6

the modulator (MC) of the colour carrier (pc) amplitude;
this gate (PC) opens only if the positive signal (S) cancels the
small negative bias of its control grid (gc).

amplifier (a Y) to the resistive matrix (MR), shown on the
left-hand side of figure 4, which satisfies the following
equations:

(pe-)) and (pe2) are electronic gates which are normally closed
while (pes) is an electronic gate normally open. For an uncoloured (or only very slightly coloured) element of the
televised scene, the gate (PC) remains closed and only the
luminance signal (7) reaches the channel transmitter (Etv).
For a distinctly coloured element, the signal (S) opens the
gate (PC) and the positive signal (C) then cancels the negative bias of the electrodes (gl9 g2) and opens the gates (pei)
and (pe2), while through triode (/) it closes gate (pe3); the
electronic divider (DE2) then receives the signals ( 7) and (S)
and produces, at its output, the weighted luminance signal

1
Rr+X=3

^7' = —^ which alone reaches the equipment (Etv).

D. Application at the receiver of information received—(Y)
alone or ( — i and (C)

w

W
0.30

1
Rv+X=3

W
0.59

1
Rb+X=3

W
0.11

The voltages (b, v, r) obtained at the output of (MR) correspond to the components (blue, green, red) of the standardized
white and are applied to the cathodes (cb, cv, cr) of the three
guns of the tube (TVT).
For a distinctly coloured element of the televised scene, the
corrected hue signal (Cc) opens the gate (P Y') and, through
the triode (i), closes the gate (PY); the received weighted
luminance signal ^ Y' = — ^ corresponding to the quantity of
white light to be added to the hue-saturated light (Cc),
passes through the amplifier (a Y') to the resistive matrix
(MR'), likewise satisfying the above equations; the voltages
(b', v', r') obtained at the outputs of (MR') are then applied
to the cathode (cb, cv, cr) of the tube (TVT).
The voltages (Cb, Cv, Cr) from the indicator (InC) traverse
the amplifiers (acb), (acv), (acr), the gains of which are ad-

Figure 4 shows the receiver, from the channel receiving
equipment (Erv) to the three-gun (ab, wb), (cv, wv), (cr, wr)
tube (TVT) with shadow mask (M) and 3-colour fluorescent
screen (Fl). The received video signal (SF) after leaving the
video filter (FV) is applied on the one hand to the filter (-F7)

(
\
which separates the luminance information I 7 or — 1 and on
Y

•

the other to the filter (FC) which separates the chrominance
information (pCm), the demodulator (DmC) of which
extracts the hue signal (C). The latter traverses the amplifier
(aC), the gain of which is adjusted by the reference signal
(sr — colour carrier burst) to correct random variations in
the reference equivalent of the transmission channel used.
The corrected hue signal (Cc) is applied to the indicator of
the quantized levels (InC); this indicator, which is shown in
figure 6, produces at its three outputs electric voltages
(Cb, Cv, Cr) corresponding to the components (blue, green
or red) of the hue (saturated colour) characterized by the
signal (Cc), in accordance with the primary colour (B, F, R)
mixing diagram shown in figure 5.
(P 7) is an electronic gate which is normally open while (P Y )
is a gate normally closed. For an uncoloured (or only
slightly coloured) element of the televised scene, the received
luminance signal (7) passes through the gate (P7) and the
r

justed by the received weighted luminance signal ^ Y' =
through the corrective networks (RR, RV, RB) described
below. The voltages (TB, TV, TR) from these amplifiers are
applied to Wehnelt cylinders (wb, wv, wr) to modulate the
intensities of the three electron beams striking the 3-colour
fluorescent screen (Fl) of the tube (TVT) — the cathodes
(cb, cv, cr) and the Wehnelt cylinders (wb, wv, wr) cooperate
to produce on the screen (Fl) a picture dot having the brightness (7), hue (C) and degree of colour saturation (S) of the
element of the televised scene being scanned at the transmitter.
In figure 4 (GpcR) is a local oscillator reproducing the colour
carrier (pc) with the same frequencies and phase as at the
transmitter (figure 3) by means of a device (which is known,
but not shown) controlled by the received reference signal
(sr). The colour carrier (pc) thus restituted and the corrected
hue signal (Cc) are applied together to the indicator (InC),
the design and operation of which are described below.
E. Functioning of the quantized level indicator (InC) of the
hue signal (C)

At the bottom of figure 5, bell-shaped pulses (Cb, Cv, and Cr)
can be seen; their ordinates correspond to the relative ampliTELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL - VOL. 36 - III!1969
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tildes of the components (blue, green and red) of the various
colour dominants (PV = purple-violet, B = blue, BV —
blue-green, V = green, VJ = green-yellow, J = yellow,
O = orange, R = red, PR = purple-red); the shaded parts
represent the shaded (unused) sector of Newton's colour
circle (figure 2). If we assume that, during each period
\T = —) of the colour carrier, we go round the circumference
PCJ
of this circle (figure 2) from sector 1 (purple-violet PV) to
sector 20 (purple-red PR), the quantized level indicator
(InC, figure 4) (for circuit, see figure 6) must at each instant
(t) of the time scale shown at the top of figure 5 produce, at
its output terminals (cb, cv and cr), voltages the relative
values of which are the ordinates of the bell-shaped curves in
figure 5 for the instant (t) considered.

V

In figure 6 (GpcR) is the oscillator reproducing (at the recei1
ver, see figure 4) the colour carrier of period T = — ; (GOR)
pc
is a relaxation oscillator producing saw-tooth waves of
period T, with a fall time of (r). (TR2) is a Schmitt-type
trigger associated with the diode (DJ and adjusted to a level
such that in each period (T) we get a positive pulse (I) of
duration (t), as shown on the bottom left-hand side of
figure 6. The deriving circuit (Der), followed by the diode
(D\), produces a very brief pulse (z") at the beginning of each
pulse (I), and it is the pulses (z") which synchronize the
relaxation oscillator (GOR) with the sine-wave oscillator
(GpcR). Each saw-tooth wave biasses the diode (D2) through
the primary winding (px) of the differential transformer with
ferrite core (TD) and also biasses the diode (Ds) through the
battery (P) corresponding to the " quantization step " agreed
upon for the hue signal (C), i.e. the magnitude of a sector of
Newton's colour circle (figure 2); (zq) and (r2) are decoupling
resistances; (DmC) is the amplitude detector receiving the
chrominance signal (pCm) and restituting, at its output, the
hue signal (C), which is applied in parallel to the diodes
(D2) and (Z>3).
A brief impulse (i) appears at the terminals (S) of the secondary winding (.?) of the differential transformer (TD) at the
precise instant when the saw-tooth wave produced by (GOR)
has the same level as the hue signal (C), to within the quantization step (P).
The electronic gate (PE) is usually open, except during the
very short period (T) when the saw-tooth produced by (GOR)
is falling, for the pulse (I) inversed by the triode (77) applies
122
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a negative (momentary blocking) bias to the control grid of
this electronic gate (PE).
(PEB), (REV) and (PER) are electronic gates usually closed,
but which open at the instant when the positive pulse (z)
produced at the output (S) of the differential transformer
(TD) acts on their control grids (gb, gv and gr). At this instant,
voltages (Cb, Cv and Cr) appear at the output terminals (cb,
cv, cr). These voltages correspond to the bell-shaped pulses
(at this particular instant) shown in figure 5, regular successions of which are produced, as explained below, at the
inputs to the gates (PEB), (PEV) and (PER), respectively.
To create the regular succession of bell-shaped pulses Cv
(figure 5), for example, use is made of pulse-delay devices
(RVj) and (RV2) of the kind shown in figure 7a, the shaping
filter (CFV) shown in figure 7b producing a trapezoidal pulse
and the low-pass filter (FpbV) which rounds off the top and
widens the base of this trapezoidal pulse. Eventually we get
the bell shape of the pulse Cv (figure 5).
The delay device for a brief positive pulse (z") comprises a
mono-stable multivibrator (uvi, figure 7a) with a resistancecapacitance circuit, the time constant of which corresponds

Figure 7 a

figure 7 b

The pulses (iv±) and (zv2) control the two stable states of the
multi-vibrator (Vej V) (figure 7b), at the output of which we
find a rectangular pulse of duration (tv2 — tVj). The
rectangles (SCV+) and (SCV—) represent the constant
current sources, at the positive and negative levels shown (by
the same symbols) at the bottom of figure 7b; these may be,
for example, two groups of two common-based silicon
transistors receiving their emitter current from resistances
stabilized by a Zener diode. The first state of the multivibrator (Vej V), as determined by the pulse (zvj), regulates
the conductivity of the transistor changing the condenser (C)
(see figure 7b) to produce the leading edge of the trapezoidal
pulse (represented at the bottom of figure 7b); the second
stable state of the multi-vibrator (Vej V), determined by
pulse (iv2), regulates the conductivity of the other transistor,
which discharges the condenser (C) to produce the trailing
edge of the trapezoidal pulse. The amplitude filter (LV)
limits the leading edge to a level (LV max) and the trailing
edge to (LV min). Finally, the low-pass filter (FpbV) rounds
off the top and widens the base of this trapezoidal pulse.
The succession of pulses Cb in figure 5 is produced in similar
fashion by the units (RB1), (RB2), (CFB) and (FpbB) in
figure 6. Similarly, the units (RRx), (7?i?2), (CFR) and (FpbR)
produce the succession of pulses Cr in figure 5.

F. Determination of the corrective networks (RB, RV, RR,
figure 4) associated with the quantized level indicator of the
hue signal (C)

Figure 8

to the desired delay (t); the rectangular pulse of duration (t),
produced at the output of (uvi), traverses the deriving
circuit (<deri) followed by the diode (<d) and thus we get a
positive pulse (z") delayed by a time (t) in relation to the input
pulse (z").
The delay devices (RVX) and (RV2) in figure 6 are set to pro(figure 5) for each
duce delays of (Uq — tx) and (tv2 —
pulse (z") applied to their inputs during each period (T) of the
colour carrier, so that, at their respective outputs, we get the
delayed pulses (iv1 and zv2) shown at the top of figure 5; these
pulses are successively applied during each period (T) to the
input of the shaping filter (CFV, figure 6), the circuit diagram
of which is shown in figure 7b.

Munsell defined a " colour " by three parameters — hue (C),
saturation (5) and " value ", which is proportional to the
square root of the diffusion factor of a surface with the colour
in question, observed in a particular direction. For a given
degree of illumination of the surface this " value " varies in
the same direction as the " luminosity " and hence corresponds to what is called " luminance (Y) " in colour television.
Thanks to the work of Munsell and his successors, it has been
possible to draw diagrams * on x and y axes (3-colour
co-ordinates defined by the International Commission on
Illumination), on which are marked:
1) hue lines (C) radiating from the central point corresponding to pure white;
* These diagrams are given in an article of the Journal of the Optical
Society of America (1943, pages 385-418) entitled " Final Report of the
USA Sub-Committee on the Spacing of the Munsell Colors "; figure 8a
below reproduces the diagram relating to " value 3 ".
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Table B

2) saturation curves (S) whose common centre is at this
central point and whose dimensions increase in steps of 2
for the parameter (S).

b

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

5

8

10

12

14

15.5

16.5

16.8

17

1
5

2
8"

3
10

4
12

5
14

6
15.5

7
16.5

8
16.8

9
17

m%

20

25

30

33

35.7

38.7

42

47

52.8

^ m%
—20%

0

5

10

13

15.7

18.7

22

27

32.8

Y

S

There are 9 diagrams, corresponding to the " values " (or
luminances 7) from 1 to 9

b

Y

S

The 3-colour co-ordinates of the standard primary colours,
which are as saturated as possible for fluorescent substances,

Y

b

s

are:
— primary blue B: x = 0.152 y = 0.063
— primary green V: x = 0.3 y = 0.6
y = 0.34
— primary red R: x = 0.66
By placing, on each of the 9 Munsell diagrams mentioned
above, the points (.B, V and R) having these co-ordinates
(x and y), we can deduce the curves (.B, V and R) in figure 8
in which the abscissa represents the luminance (7) and the
ordinate the saturation (S). Curve R corresponds to primary
red, curve V to primary green and curve B to primary blue.
The deduction is arrived at by following the " hue lines "
which correspond to these practically monochrome primaries
and by marking the points at which these lines cross the
appropriate saturation curves.

Table V

r

Yv

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

S

4

6

8

10

11.5

13

15

16

17

Yv
S

1
4

2
6

3
~8-

4
10

5
11.5

6
13

7
15

8
16

9
17

; i»%

25

33

37.5

40

43.4

46

46.6

50

53

£ m%
—25%

0

8

12.5

15

18.4

21

21.6

25

28

The curves (.B, V and R) in figure 8 can be used to draw up the
three numerical tables opposite: table B for primary blue,
table V for primary green, and table R for primary red.
Using these three tables B, Y and R, we can plot the curves
GB, GV and GR in figures 8a, 8b and 8c, giving the luminance
(YB or YV or YR) as a function of the parameter (7'). This
luminance corresponds to the amount of light in a saturated
primary colour (blue B, or green V, or red R) which must be
added to the white light of intensity (7') to obtain the desired
brightness and colour on the screen (77) of the tube (TVT)
(figure 4).
These curves in figures 8a, 8b and 8c thus show, in relative
values, the gain to be provided by the amplifiers (acb), (<acv)
and (acr), fed by the voltages (Cb), (Cv) and (Cr), respectively,
from the indicator (.InC), to produce at the amplifier outputs
the voltages (TB), (TV) and (TR) to be applied to the Wehnelt
cylinders (wb), (wv) and (wr) of the tube (TVT) in figure 4.
The curves in figures 8a, 8b and 8c are marked GB, GV and
GR, as they show how the gains of the amplifiers (acb), (acv)
and (per),respectively, vary with (7'). These curves have to be
used to build the corrective electronic networks (RB), (RV)
and (RR) associated with the amplifiers (acb), (acv) and (acr),
respectively (figure 4). Since these curves (GB, GV and GR)
1 24
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Table R

r

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

6

9

12

14

16
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19.5

20.2

20.9

S

1
6

2
9

3
12

4
14

5
16

6
18

7
19.5

8
20.2

9
20.9

~yr~ in%

16.6

22.2

25

28.5

31.2

33

35.9

39.6

43

~jf~ in%

0

5.6

8.4

11.9

14.6

16.4

19.3

23

26.4

Y

S
Y

r

—16.6%

have the same general shape, similar electronic assemblies,
the principle of which is shown in figure 8d, may be adopted
to build the corrective networks.
In figure 8d (T) is, for example, a transistor (n-p-n) controlled
by a voltage source (7'+v); (Y') is the output voltage of the
amplifier (aY') in figure 4, in series with a fixed bias (v)
setting the transistor (T) at a suitable working point; D±, D2
and D3 are diodes in series with appropriate resistances
(i\, r2 and r3) and with suitable biassing batteries producing
increasing voltages (v1? v2 and v3); the circuit is wired in

Figure 8 c

Figure 8 b

Figure 8 a

parallel with the output resistance (R) of the transistor (T).
As (7') increases, so does the voltage across (R) and the
diodes D1} D2 and D3 are progressively released. The
resistances rl9 r2 and r3 are successively put in parallel with
(R); the load on the transistor (T) therefore drops as (7 )
increases, so that the output voltage of the corrective network
(RB, RV or RR), marked (tpb), (tpv) or (tpr) in figure 8d,
follows a law of variation which can be matched to the shape
of the curves (GB, GV or GR) in figures 8a, 8b and 8c.
7

The voltages (tpb), (tpv) or (tpr) thus obtained are used to bias
the first control grid (G) of the amplifier (acb), (acv) or (acr)
in figure 4, the second control grid receiving the voltage
(Cb), (Cv) or(Cr) produced by the quantized level indicator
Figure 8 d

(InC) of signal (C) in figure 4.
The gains of the amplifiers [(acb, acv, acr)] of the voltages
(Cb, Cv and Cr) are regulated by the voltages (tpb), (tpv) and
(tpr) applied to the appropriate grid (G). The voltages (TB),
(TV) and (TR) obtained at the outputs of these amplifiers are
applied to the three Wehnelt cylinders (wb, wv and wr) of the
tube (TVT) with the 3-colour fluorescent screen (Fl) in
figure 4.
The amplifiers (acb), (acv) and (acr) in figure 4 are either
pentode tubes or field-effect transistors with two control
electrodes.

G. Reception of black-and-white pictures
x

Figure 8 e

If only black-and-white pictures of the televised scene are
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desired, the 3-gun tube (TVT) with the 3-colour fluorescent
screen (figure 4) may be replaced by a less expensive, singlegun, cathode-ray tube (TB, figure 9) with a white fluorescent
screen (Fib). One may also dispense with the quantized,
20-level indicator (.InC, figure 4) of the hue signal (C) and its
three output amplifiers (acb), (acv) and (acr) and replace them
by:
1) a filter (FA) (figure 9), which is fed by the received hue
signal (C), producing an output voltage (fv) representing the
" visibility factor " of the hue of signal (C);
2) an electronic multiplier (MYfv) (figure 9), which produces the control voltage (Yfv) of the Wehnelt cylinder (W)
of the tube (TB), this voltage being equal to the product of
the received weighted luminance signal (Y') and the voltage
(fv) at the output of the filter (FA).
The intensity of the electron beam (/) emitted by the cathode
(K) is modulated as follows by the Wehnelt cylinder (W)
while the beam sweeps the screen (Fib) in order to reproduce
correctly the actual brightness of all the elements in the
televised scene successively scanned at the distant transmitting
station: for an uncoloured element, the conventional
luminance signal (7) is applied to (W); but for a coloured
element the voltage (Yfv) is applied to (W), this voltage being
the product of the received weighted luminance signal (Y )
and the visibility factor (fv) of the hue of the received signal

Figure 9

r

(C).
The received hue signal (C) may have 20 different quantized
values proportional to the 20 numbers of the used (unshaded) areas in Newton's colour circle (figure 2); the values
(2 to 19) of (C), corresponding to the monochromatic
radiations of wavelength (X), are shown below the axis of
the abscissae in figure 9a which represents the visibility
factor (fv) as a function of (2).
For the visibility factor (fv), it is sufficient in practice to consider only the tones which correspond to the values of the
received hue signal (C) between 8 and 17 (figure 9a). As
shown in the table of quantizing steps, we can then give to
(fv) the value 1 for the quantizing steps from 11 to 14 (of C)
and the value 0.5 for steps 8 to 11 or 14 to 17. Should sharper
half-tones be required for the uncoloured picture produced
on the screen (Fib) of the tube (TB), a larger number of
quantizing steps could obviously be used.
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Figure 9 a
Figure 9 b

Quantizing steps of the hue
signal (C) applied at the input
of the amplitude filter (FA)

Corresponding visibility factors
(fv), in relative values, obtained
at the output of the amplitude
filter (FA)

1 to 8

0

8 to 11

0.5

11 to 14

1

14 to 17

0.5

17 to 20

0

In figure 9, (SV) is the video signal at the output of the
television receiver detector; (SVS) is the " video-synchroseparator " which extracts, on the one hand, the line sync
pulses (tl) controlling the relaxation oscillator (Oh) which
feeds the horizontal deflection coil (Bh) of the electron beam
(/) in the tube (TB) and, on the other hand, the field sync
signals (ti) controlling the relaxation oscillator (Ov) which
feeds the vertical deflection coil (5v) of the electron beam (/).
(FY) is the frequency filter separating the luminance signal
(Y or Y'), which, after the electronic gate (BY or PY'), is
amplified by the luminance amplifier (aYov aY'), the gain of
which is automatically controlled by the reference signal (sr)
in order to offset the above-mentioned channel variations.
(FC) is the frequency filter separating the colour carrier
(pCm) which is modulated by the hue signal (C); (DmC) is
the detector which reproduces this hue signal (C).
The electronic gate (PF) is normally open whereas the gate
(PY') is usually closed. For an uncoloured element in the
televised scene, only the luminance signal (F) can reach the
Wehnelt cylinder (W) of the tube (TB) — through (PY) and
the amplifier (a Y) — and the real brightness of the element is
then reproduced on the fluorescent screen (Fib).
For a coloured element of the scene, the positive signal (C),
inverted by triode (i), closes gate (PY); simultaneously, it
opens gate (PY') and the weighted luminance signal (Y'),
having passed through (P Y') and the amplifier (a Y'), reaches
an input of the electronic multiplier (MY'fv), the other input
of which receives the voltage (fv) from the amplitude filter
(FA); this voltage characterizes the visibility of the hue of the
received signal (C). The voltage (Y'xfv) from the electronic
multiplier is applied to the Wehnelt cylinder (JV) of tube (TB)

and the real brightness of the coloured element is again
reproduced (in black and white) on the fluorescent screen
(Fib). To build the amplitude filter (FA) shown in figure 9, the
visibility factors (fv) for the quantizing steps of the signal (C)
shown in the table above, are used as well as the electronic
circuit shown in figure 9b. At the input (E) of this circuit, the
received hue signal (C) is applied to the grid of the field-effect
transistor (Te), the drain from which feeds three pairs of
diodes (dl9 d'j), (d2, <7'2) and (d3, d'3) in parallel. Both diodes
in each pair are biassed by the potentials of two neighbouring
points in a chain of resistances (R) supplied from a stabilized
d.c. source (B); the chain constitutes a scale of potentials in
steps from 1 to 20 corresponding to the 20 used areas of
Newton's colour circle in figure 9a. The biassing (of both
diodes in a pair) is made through the crossed primary windings
of a ferrite-core differential transformer (Tr^), (7V2) or (Tr3).
Rheostats (r2), (r2) and (r3), the contacts of which are connected through capacities (Cx), (C2) and (C3) to the grid
circuit of the field-effect transistor (TV), are connected across
the secondary windings. The drain of the transistor (Ts) feeds
the output (S) of the amplitude filter (FA, figure 9), at which
a voltage (fv) proportional to the desired visibility factor is
obtained. In accordance with the table of quantizing steps,
diode (dx) is biassed at potential 8, diodes (d\) and (d2) at
potential 11, diodes (d'2) and (d3) at potential 14 and diode
(d'3) at potential 17.
The contacts of rheostats (rx) and (r3) are set at " 70 % " from
the end of the output resistance (r± or r3) of the transformer
(Tr1 or Tr3), which corresponds to the quantization steps of
signal (C) between 8 and 11 (or 14 and 17); the contact of
rheostat (r2) is set at the end (i.e. 100%) of the output resistance (r2) of the transformer (7>2), which corresponds to the
quantization steps between 11 and 14. Thus rheostats (i\ and
r2) oppose a positive voltage of 70 % to the emf of battery P
which biasses the grid of (Ts), whereas rheostat (r2) opposes
a positive voltage of 100%. Since the drain current of a fieldeffect transistor (in channel N) varies as the square of the
difference between the blocking voltage and the grid voltage,
the visibility factor (fv) at the output (S) according to the
/ 70 V
J = 0.5 for steps of signal
table of quantizing steps, is I
p

t

/100V
1
(C) between 8 and 11 and between 14 and 17 and (
t

= 1.0 for steps between 11 and 14.
(Original language: French)
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software versus hardware

T

back into the relatively short
history of the industrial era, it is not
difficult to recognize that certain general
trends and developments have taken place.
While these trends are more apparent in
some fields, such as telecommunications,
they are nevertheless in evidence in many
other fields. This paper deals with one of
these trends, which has only recently
become fully evident.
OOKING

In the late years of the nineteenth century,
the available telephone equipment, in common with equipment in many other fields,
was relatively unsophisticated in design.
This simple and inexpensive equipment
required little training or knowledge to
operate or maintain it. As a result, many
private entrepreneurs with little capital
were able to start small telephone companies covering small geographic areas; also
many small private groups could band
together to form mutually owned companies to provide telephone service within
their locality. In certain countries, the
governments viewed the telephone as just
another form of public communication,
oral instead of written, and therefore
classed it with the government-operated
postal service. Such governments usually
forbade the formation of privately owned
telephone systems, holding that since
it was a public service similar to the
mails (or posts), it was a government
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responsibility to set up and operate such
systems.
In those early days, since there was little
difficulty in setting up and operating these
small and simple telephone systems, the
small private entrepreneurs, the mutual
companies and the government postal
departments were able to cope with the
restricted performance which the public
expected of this relatively new and novel
service. Very little training or knowledge
was required to install, operate, and maintain these systems. There was little planning
done, as few people at that time thought
that the telephone would ever gain a very
wide acceptance. Somewhat later, however,
new and improved devices altered this
acceptance pattern and what was to be a
drastic change in telephone systems began,
almost imperceptibly at first.
As these new and improved devices (or
hardware) became available and the popularity and demand for the service increased,
the business grew more complex. The first
half of the twentieth century saw substantial growth in many telephone systems, the
disappearance of some, and the amalgamation of many of the smaller companies
into a few larger ones, with more capital
and better technical and management
capabilities. In many cases, governmental
organizations took over the smaller private
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companies. The need for longer range
planning and more knowledge became
evident. Automatic systems of adequate
performance became available, bringing
with them many problems. Unfortunately,
the magnitude and complexity of these
problems was not always realized or understood by the existing telephone managements, and certain telephone systems did
not take the necessary action to plan effectively for the future.
Some of the effects of this lack of understanding and of unsatisfactory planning
are still apparent. As the complexity and
cost of hardware grew during the course
of the twentieth century, so also did the
need for deep knowledge of telephone systems in general and especially inspecific
fields such as switching, network planning,
transmission planning, traffic flow, switching machine administration, sophisticated
accounting methods and practices, operations planning, cost and results control
techniques, service standards and their
measurement and many other facets of a
very intricate and highly technical business.
As electro-mechanical switching systems
grew in capability and complexity and
progressed from systems which blindly
followed the instructions sent to them by
the subscriber's dials, to the present common control systems, some of which have
a high degree of intelligence and the capa-

by R.A. CLINE
Assistant Vice-President, Consulting Services
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bility to analyze the subscriber's requests
and take appropriate action, the cost of
hardware increased materially. Similarly,
transmission and signalling equipment progressed through comparable stages in complexity and capability and the relative costs
of transmission and switching facilities
changed markedly.
We appear to have reached a major turning
point in telephony, and perhaps also in
many other businesses. Up to now it has
been possible to operate the telephone
system and other technically complex
systems mainly with people who obtained
most of their knowledge from experience.
They may have had a good formal education as a base, but the majority of their
technical knowledge was learned on the
job. The physical hardware on which these
systems depended in the past was usually
substantial in size and contained fairly high
cost manufactured components. Its design
usually permitted easy understanding and
knowledge of its working.
The technical world is now in the process
of a basic change, where hardware items
and the fabricated raw materials which
comprise them are becoming of small size
and cost, but the know-how to develop,
produce and use them is assuming major
proportions. Also the complexity of design,
lack of moving parts and miniaturization

of size results in an inability to work with
physical units in the manner which was
possible with electro-mechanical or vacuum
tube types of equipment.
To express it briefly, we are in the transition
stage between a hardware-oriented economy
and one which will be primarily softwareoriented. By software, of course, we mean
the products of human brains which are
not represented by physical entities, such
as the recorded program in a computer or
electronic switching machine, the planning
and engineering which lies behind a complex multi-layer integrated circuit module
or a major telephone network.
It has now become quite clear that at
present, in complex devices such as electronic switching machines, computers, program controlled machine tools and other
semi-intelligent devices, the cost of the
software is often at least equal to that of
the hardware. It also seems clear that future
devices will become even less costly in
physical hardware and much more costly
in software. Integrated circuits will take a
position of major importance in future
devices, and when one considers the actual
cost of the materials involved (at best a
few cents worth of purified silicon and other
raw materials) and relates this to the overall
cost of the completed device, the prominence of software costs becomes obvious.

Also, design can no longer be achieved by
any of the trial and error processes formerly
possible with discrete physical hardware.
It now requires people with a full and deep
understanding of the properties and characteristics of materials and processes, and
who are able through this knowledge to
predict accurately the results of certain
actions. Much more sophisticated design
techniques and expanded knowledge, plus
lower costs of hardware, have made it
possible and economical to build-in elaborate self-checking and fail-safe circuitry
which can take alternative action in case of
first attempt failure, and which can announce trouble indications to the persons
maintaining the device. Hence the new
electronic offices for telephone switching
have many capabilities not found in earlier
electro-mechanical designs.
Unfortunately, experience has shown that
the people who attempt to plan, use and
maintain these highly intricate and capable
systems with a high software content must
have a very extensive knowledge and understanding of software. Misuse or maladministration of these systems can have
disastrous results. While it is possible to
write the software plans to perform automatic functions and indicate trouble locations and load or operating problems, yet
failures and other problems do occur and
a full knowledge of the software is essential
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to find these troubles. In such equipment,
there is little of a physical nature to inspect,
and usually no clue concerning solution to
the problems can be obtained by visual
inspection. Deductive reasoning, analysis
and precise measurements, based on a
thorough knowledge of the system, are the
only methods which can be applied.
Extensive additional training has proven
necessary for people who are to be associated with these new devices. This applies
not only to the people who will be required
to maintain the equipment, but also to
those who administer its operation and who
plan for its introduction into their company's plant. A whole new basic philosophy
is involved, and not all can grasp the real
fundamentals of these new techniques.
How can management and administration
executives reorient their people toward a
full understanding of this new world?
Obviously the only answer lies in extensive
training in depth. If a company or country
intends to stay progressive and modern,
in tune with the rest of the world of tomorrow, no other course of action is
possible. Refresher and modernization
courses are essential for engineers in order
to up-date their knowledge of technology.
The pace of human knowledge and scientific advancement is now so swift that the
knowledge of engineers becomes seriously
out-dated within about five years, and they
must be given expert training and advice to
bring this knowledge up to date. For the

iq6q

people who operate and administer these
new software-oriented machines, specialized training in depth must also be provided. On a highly intricate and elaborate
machine such as a major electronic switching system, maintenance training can
require as much as nine months of
intensive effort for those who have had
no previous experience of equipment of
this type.
We are entering into another new era in
the telephone art, and management people
will no doubt recognize the need for decisive planning and action which will be
necessary to keep their company and its
staff in condition to utilize the new developments and techniques now becoming available. A new attitude toward the relative
costs of software and hardware will be
necessary. Few companies or organizations
ever have enough capital available to buy
all they would like and the apportionment
of money to the various needs is always
critical. Expenditures for software and
hardware must be kept in balance with
their relative importance. It will be easy
to make the mistake of spending too much
on hardware and too little on software,
with a consequent penalty of capital wastage
due to inability to use the hardware effectively and obtain proper value or performance from it.
It seems doubtful that the past practices
of some managements of depending entirely
on manufacturers for software data and

centenary year of
the telecommunication journal

It was on 25 November 1869 that the first number of the Journal telegraphique
was issued by the International Bureau of Telegraph Administrations, the
Bureau of the International Telegraph Union, founded in 1865.
Since then, month by month, the Journal has followed the development of the
various types of telecommunication without interruption (except for a period of
five months in 1914), bringing news information to national administrations,
the various users of telecommunications and all who are interested in this
constantly evolving technique.
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training can be successfully continued in
the future. The complexity of operating
problems with new high-software designs
will make it difficult for a manufacturer's
personnel to acquire the operating knowledge needed to train others adequately;
also the training will become longer and
more involved. Unquestionably the manufacturer must always furnish to the users
of his device data and training on the design
intent and design features of the product.
Whether he will have enough experience in
the actual furnishing of service to customers
to give adequate training to users in all
of the operating considerations is open to
question.
The operation of a modern, high quality
telephone system to high standards of
service cannot be achieved simply or
cheaply. All modern techniques and knowledge must be applied to the problems
involved in order to secure good results.
The best hardware available will not give
good results unless the maintenance and
operation of the system is of a very high
standard.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that
investment in software by telephone system
managements is fully as important as the
money spent on hardware and that full
recognition of this need is essential to
the operation of a modern, high quality
telephone system.
( Original language: English)

ITU CONFERENCES - XX
25.

INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE FOR LONG-DISTANCE
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS (CCI)
6th Plenary Assembly
Berlin, 3-10 June 1929

SUBJECT: Study of the list of questions and proposed or draft recommendations submitted by the Permanent

Secretariat of the International Consultative Committee.
PARTICIPATING ADMINISTRATIONS (21): Austria; Belgium; Czechoslovakia; Danzig (Free City of);

Denmark; Finland; France; Germany; Great Britain; Hungary; Italy; Lithuania; Luxembourg; Netherlands;
Norway; Poland; Portugal; Roumania; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Observers (2): Japan; Persia.
REPRESENTATIVES: International Bureau of the Universal Telegraph Union; International Technical Con-

sulting Committee on Radio Communication; International Telegraph Consultative Committee.
COMPANIES (6): American Telephone and Telegraph Company (observer); Cuban Telephone Company;

Empresa de Telefonos Ericsson (Mexico); Mexican Telephone and Telegraph Company; Private companies
of Jutland; Societe privee telephonique de Copenhague.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (4): Association of Electrical Engineers; International Electrotechnical

Commission (observer); International Union of Electricity Producers and Distributors; International Union
of Railways.
CHAIRMAN: Dr. Breisig, Ministerialrat (Germany).
VICE-CHAIRMEN:

Colonel Sir Thomas Purves, Chief Engineer, Post
Mr. Milon, Director of Telephone Operation (France).

Office

(Great

Britain);

RECOMMENDATIONS on questions relating to general organization, transmission, maintenance and super-

vision of lines and installations, traffic (form in which the List of international circuits should be established
by the International Bureau of the Telegraph Union ), operation and tariffs, line protection.
QUESTIONS distributed among eight study groups:

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

protection of telephone lines against interference from electric power installations
protection of telephone cables against corrosion through electrolysis or chemical action
transmission and maintenance
basic reference system for telephone transmission, system of reference and working standards
coordination of telephony and radiotelephony
traffic and operation
tariffs
technical-operational questions.

FINAL ACTS: International Consultative Committee for Long-Distance Telephone Communications,
Plenary Assembly, Berlin, 3-10 June 1929 (published by the International Consultative Committee for

Long-Distance Telephone Communications, 23 Avenue de Messine, Paris) (in French).

I. List of delegates

II. Official record of the opening session
III. Questions of general organization
IV. Questions relating to transmission, maintenance and supervision of lines and installations
V. Questions relating to traffic, operation and tariffs
VI. Questions relating to line protection
VII. Record of closing session
VIII. Table of contents
IX. Subject index
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nite friii
the CEIB

basic indices
for ionospheric propagation

THE FOLLOWING TABLES, giving values of the basic indices for ionospheric propagation, have been prepared by the Specialized Secretariat of the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) in accordance with Resolution 4-1, Recommendation 371 and Report 246-1 of the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo,
June-July 1966).

Parameters:
R12 (smoothed mean, over twelve months, of the number of sunspots
observed):
Month
3

2

1

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

95

94

94

96

100

7

8

9

10

11

12

100

94

6

7

Year
88 91
94
82 85
75 79
102 103 105 107 108 107 106

1967
1968

lF2 (ionospheric index)*:

Mean error in <P predictions calculated over the 12 preceding
months:
Period of
prediction
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
9
(months)
Mean
+ 6.1
+9.0 + 14.3 +23.2 +28.4 +34.5 +42.0 +46.8 +47.7 +49.6
error
Standard
deviation ±14.8 ±16.5 ±13.8 ±15.4 ±17.5 ±17.1 ±17.3 ±15,7 ±15.0 ±14.5
of the error

Month
2

1

3

5

4

6

Year
1968
1969

113 108 109 109 113 111
95

120 132 106 115

* For further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, April 1964,
page 119, and January 1966, pages 43-47.
<I> (monthly mean value of solar noise flux at 2800 MHz)**:
Month
Year
1968
1969

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

190
153

173

143

130

155

142

137

142

141

152

138

148

** Data kindly supplied by the National Research Council, Ottawa.

Forecasts:

R12 ***
Month
2

3

4

5

6

7

99

97

95

93

91

90

Year^^\^
1969

*** Data kindly supplied by Professor Waldmeier, Federal Observatory,
Zurich.
Estimated error in forecasts of R12 six months in advance: ±10.

Mean error on R12 predictions based on the 12 months preceding
the month following that for which the last R12 value was calculated:
Prediction time
(months)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Mean error

+4.0

+ 3.8

+4.0

+4.0

+4.3

+4.3

Standard deviation
of the error

±4.4

±4.7

±4.1

±4.0

±3.8

±5.0

1

2

3

5

6

7

110

106

105

103

101

(99)

i ****
'F2
'

Month

Year
1969

4
104

**** Data kindly supplied by the Science
Research Council, Radio and
Space Research Station, Slough.
The figure in brackets is the value forecast six months in advance.

Mean error in
months:
Period of
prediction
(months)
Mean error
Standard
deviation of
the error

lP2

predictions calculated over the 12 preceding

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

+5.5

+ 9.9

+12.0

+14.0

+15.8

+17.4

+18.2

±11.5

±14.3

±12.7

±12.0

±11.4

±11.7

±12.1

(j} *****

Month
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

133

132

133

132

135

131

145

146

131

128

Year *\^
Ss

1969

***** Prediction by a method of extrapolation devised by the CCIR Secretariat,
pursuant to Resolution 30 of the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo, 1966).
(Use of the electronic computer in predicting basic indices for ionospheric propagation ).
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Period of prediction (months ahead)

R12

(provisional values)

lF2 — . — .

Analysis of R12, lF2 and 0 predictions in 1968
M12 mean error over 12 months
g12 standard deviation of the error over 12 months

<p

ITU CINEMA LIBRARY

T

he Information Division of the ITU is assembling a film library. It will be based on films on telecommunications
produced in the various Member countries of the Union by telecommunication administrations or other bodies. Two or
three copies of each film have been presented* to ITU headquarters.
Apart from gradually building up a history of telecommunications in film, the library offers the possibility of fostering the
circulation of such films among telecommunication training schools, for example.
As these films are clearly not intended to be shown for profit, they can be loaned forthwith to the administrations of Member
countries, universities, schools and other organizations which may be interested in them. The cost of sending them will be
borne by the borrower.
The Telecommunication Journal will issue brief particulars of the films as they are received, so that they may be pasted on
cards and filed for subsequent selection.
* It is desirable that the kind of information appearing on the first catalogue item which we publish below be provided for each cinema sent to the film library.

Ref. UK-1

Pays — Country — Pais: ROYAUME-UNI — UNITED KINGDOM — REINO UNIDO

Titre — Title — Titulo: SHIP TO SHORE (Communications entre les navires et la cote — Entre barco y tierra)
Format — Size — Tamaho: 16 mm

Poids — Weight — Peso:

Longueur — Length — Largo: 255 m

Duree — Duration — Duracion: 23 min

Langue — Language — Idioma: anglais — English — ingles
Observations — Remarks — Observaciones: coul., son opt. — col., opt. sound — col., son. electro-opt.
Sujet — Subject — Asunto: Description du travail des stations cotieres du service maritime mobile. Ce film souligneles
aspects humanitaires du service medical opere par radio avec I'aide des medecins et des navires en mer.
A description of the work done by coast stations of the maritime mobile service. Thisfilm stresses the humanitarian
aspects of the medical service carried out with the help of doctors and ships at sea.
Descripcion del trabajo de las estaciones costeras del servicio movil marftimo. Esta pelicula pone de manifesto los
aspectos humanitarios del servicio medico efectuado con ayuda de los medicos y de los barcos en el mar.

Editeur — Producer — Editor: General Post Office, London.
Date d'arrivee a I'UIT — Date of arrival at ITU — Fecha de recepcion en la UIT: novembre 1968— November 1968 — noviembre 1968
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NEWS

Extension of international
telecommunications from
Switzerland
□ Radio-Suisse SA has brought a 9th cable circuit into service for telegraph traffic with the
United States. It also has two channels via
satellite.
A data transmission service (Datel) via the
public telephone and telex network has been
opened with Denmark. — Entreprise des PTT
suisses.

Broadcasting in Pakistan
□ By the end of 1975 Radio Pakistan is expected to have one of the biggest radio networks in Asia, according to a recent publication,
Ten years of development — Radio Pakistan, 19581968.
Major projects costing 20 million US dollars
are planned for development in the third fiveyear plan to be completed in 1970. They include
5 short-wave transmitters, including 2 with a
power of 250 kW, 6 new medium-wave transmitters, 2 of which will have a power of 100 kW,
and, at Islamabad, a new Broadcasting House
and training school.
When these projects are completed Radio
Pakistan's coverage in West Pakistan will
increase to 70% in area and 90% in population.
It is expected that the entire population
and area of East Pakistan will be covered by the
end of 1970. These developments will also provide most of the areas with facilities for
receiving programmes from more than one
station. — ABU Newsletter.

Wireless in 90 households
out of 100 in Austria
□ On 1 November 1968 there were 2 065 627
radio licence-holders, 175 034 of whom had a
supplementary licence. There were 1 097 772
television licence-holders. This means that out
of every 100 households 90 were entitled to
radio reception and 48 to television reception.
— Osterreichische Postrundschau.

International Symposium on
" Computer Processing in
Communications "
□ " Computer Processing in Communications " is the topic of a symposium organized
by the Microwave Research Institute of the
134

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn (PIB) to be
held 8-10 April 1969, at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel in New York.
The more prominent features of this three-day
programme are: adaptive systems; algorithmic
formulation of communication problems; discrete-time techniques; applications and implementation; computer simulation of communication systems; statistical estimation; switching
and routing by computer; exotic applications.
The range of applications includes space telemetry; seismic signal processing; biomedical
communications;
processing;
underwater
speech signal processing; radar and sonar signal
processing and telephonic communications. —
PIB.

Underwater beacon
□ The increasing number of commercial and
oceanographic submarines navigating along or
above the continental shelf has created a need
for an underwater equivalent of the omni
beacon —a need the Submarine Signal Division
of the Raytheon Company hopes to fill.
The Division has developed a system that can
give a submarine commander his bearing and
range, and without triangulation; only a single
benchmark beacon is needed to navigate
accurately within an area several kilometres in
diameter.
Tests of a model with a 5 km range were begun
late last year, but later versions should be able
to supply range and bearing data from as far
away as 16 km.
A battery-powered bottom beacon emits an
acoustic signal every 3 seconds at about
8.33 kHz. The timing of the signals is closely
controlled by a low-drift crystal oscillator
clock. Aboard the submarine there is an
oscillator synchronized to the one at the
beacon, making it possible to measure the
travel time of the sound wave as it moves at
about 1.6 km per second from beacon to ship.
So accurate are the two oscillator clocks that
range error should be only about 1.5 m
according to the firm.
To determine bearing, a cylindrical piezoelectric transducer with four electrodes inside and
a common electrode outside is mounted
aboard the submarine. The two pairs of electrodes are arbitrarily designated north-south
and east-west, and the sensitivity pattern of
each pair is shaped like a figure eight, with
maximum receptivity along one axis and almost
a total null for signals at right angles to this
axis.
Fixing a submarine's position thus involves
simply rotating the transducer to find the
direction from which the signals are coming.—
Electronics.
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New microwave links to join
northern cities in the
United Kingdom
□ Orders worth over % million pounds sterling have been placed by the United Kingdom
General Post Office with Standard Telephones
and Cables Limited (STC) for high-capacity
6 GHz microwave equipment to be used on
three routes in the north of the country. The
equipment will come into operation during
1970.
The links will provide 7 broadband radio channels (5 working plus 2 standby) between
Carlisle and Belfast, 5 (3+2) between Carlisle
and Manchester and 4 (2+2) between Leeds
and Newcastle. Each radio channel on the
Carlisle routes will be able to carry 960 telephone circuits or equivalent data, or a teleLeeds-Newcastle
vision transmission. The
system will be able to carry 1800 telephone
circuits, data, or a television transmission on
each radio channel.
Automatic switching of the channels in the
event of a channel failure will be provided at
the terminal stations. For the over-water patch
between the repeater station near Stranraer
and Belfast, height diversity operation will be
used to counteract the effect of fading due to
specular or multipath reflections.
The radio unit uses a 10 W periodic permanent
magnet focussing travelling wave amplifier and
varactor multiplier chains, and all other circuits
are solid-state. Aerials are of the Cassegrain
type for single or bipolar operation. — STC.

An engineer at STC's Microwave and Line Division,
Basildon, uses a level measuring set during final
stages of testing an RL6 microwave system
(STC)

news

Airport guidance system
undergoes test
□ Systems Research and Development Service
has contracted with Airborne Instrument Laboratories to compile flight test data on use of
a low-cost portable version of the scanningbeam guidance system at airports where terrain
creates difficult siting problems for the standard
Instrument Landing System (ILS).
The scanning-beam, all weather landing guidance system operates in the microwave region
of the frequency spectrum, providing a narrow
radio signal beam which is processed by airborne
equipment. It results in a guidance system that
effectively eliminates interference problems
created by obstructions or irregular terrain.
By scanning the beam in both vertical and horizontal planes, azimuth and elevation angles are
provided for a variety of aircraft. — FAA
Horizons.

The news in half the time
□ A system which is claimed to halve the time
of newspaper facsimile transmission has been
developed by Nippon Electric Company (NEC)
Tokyo. With the " transmission-band compressor ", a 16-page newspaper can be transmitted in one hour over a single 48 kHz circuit.
Conventional facsimile transmitters operate on
a 2-level system where " +1 " represents white
and " 0 " represents black. The NEC method
uses both " +1 " and " —1 " to represent

Two hundred programmes prepared and conducted by teachers are being broadcast during
the school year 1968-1969 in London. —
UNESCO Features.

. . . Swiss television inaugurates its
" telecollege "
□ The German and Rhaeto-Romansch-speaking Swiss television services started courses for
adults on television from 4 January 1969. Like
the Bavarian Telekolleg, these cou rses are for the
benefit of persons who have had to interrupt
their studies for some reason or other.—
Informations UNESCO.

competition nearly every year with the help of
the Genoa Radio-Amateur Group of the Italian
Radiotechnical Association (ARI).
In 1968, the station 4U1 ITU of the International
Radio-Amateur Club (IRAC) took part in this
competition after brilliant performances in
many other countries, although this was the
first time it had competed in Italy.
Its efforts were concentrated chiefly on telegraphy and were very successful: after 34 hours
of operation, 51 894 points had been obtained,
whereas the second operator in the world
reached only about 20 000 points.

Colour television
starts next year in Sweden

The parchment diploma and gold medal awarded
to the IRAC for its place in the competition
were received by one of its members on the
occasion of the Club's annual end-of-year
dinner.

□ The Swedish Telecommunications Administration has placed a contract with the Marconi
Company for colour television broadcasting
equipment to prepare for the launching of
Sweden's colour television service which
officially starts in 1970.

It is to be noted that the ARI received, amongst
many other awards, a gold medal for the assistance afforded by its members during the
earthquakes in Sicily and the recent floods.—
IRAC.

The equipment comprises 46 colour correction
units which will be incorporated into existing
500 W, 45 kW and 10 kW black-and-white
transmitters to enable them to transmit colour
pictures of high quality. The units will be
installed in 23 VHF transmitting stations to
form part of Sweden's first programme service.
— Marconi.

Colour television for Spain
within two years

Polish radio-amateurs
□ The number of radio-amateurs began to
increase in Poland after the Second World War.
The Union of Polish Radio-Amateurs, which
was founded in 1930, now has about 5000 members. Its first Chairman, Professor Janusz
Groszkowski, is at present Chairman of the
Polish Academy of Sciences. — Hebdomadaire
polonais.

white parts of a page.
Thus twice the amount of information can be
transmitted over the same circuits. The
receiving equipment converts the 3-level signal
back to two levels for the printing of the
facsimile.
Improved clarity and easy compensation for
frequency and phase fluctuations are further
advantages claimed for the new system. —
IEE News.

Education by television...
. . . seven channels for London's primary
schools
□ A closed circuit television network linking
300 primary schools has been operating in
London since September 1968. The service is
expected to extend to a thousand schools by
the end of 1969. An underground coaxial cable
carries simultaneous transmissions of 7 programmes, of which two channels are reserved
for the educational programmes of the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and Indepen-

□ " Colour television will begin in Spain
within the next two years ", announced
Mr. Jesus Aparicio Bernal, Director-General of
Sound and Television Broadcasting. He added
that the second UHF channel would be used for
colour transmissions. — La semaine espagnole.

Colour television leads in
the United States
□ The American Electronic Industries Association recently released figures showing that,
for the first time, United States sales to dealers
of colour-television sets have exceeded those
of monochrome sets.
In the year ending 18 October 1968, colourtelevision sales to dealers in the United
States amounted to 4 351 681, as compared with
4 343 243 sales of monochrome sets, while
during the week ending 18 October 162 035
colour sales were reported, against 140 841
monochrome sales. — IEE News.

Gold medal for " 4U1ITU "

Installation of earth stations . . .
. . . in Jamaica
□ Jamaica has given a contract to Cable and
Wireless, Limited, for the construction of an
earth station. At present the island is connected
to the United States (Florida) by submarine
cable. The new station will receive and transmit
signals from and to the satellite located above
the Atlantic, to provide additional connexions
with the United Kingdom. — CITEL.

... in Korea
□ A satellite system earth station will be built
in the Republic of Korea by the Philco-Ford
Corporation under a 5 million US dollars contract awarded in January. The station is scheduled for completion by June 1970.— Telecommunications Reports.

Philipp Reis Award for
Arthur Mehlis

dent Television (ITV).
This project follows successful experiments
carried out in Hull, Glasgow and Plymouth.

□ The International Institute of Communications (Genoa, Italy) organizes an international

□ Every year the German Federal Post
Office awards the Philipp Reis plaquette in
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recognition of exceptional achievements in the
field of telecommunications. On 11 December
1968, Arthur Mehlis, Honorary Member of the
Senate of the Stuttgart Technical University
received this award from the Federal Minister
of Posts, Dr. Werner Dollinger. Arthur Mehlis
is known particularly for the fundamental
proposals he made for the solution of direct
long-distance dialling problems and the fact
that Germany was one of the first countries to
automate its long-distance telephone network
is due in no small measure to his ideas. — Standard Elektrik Lorenz.

technical
news
NHK's new " Programme
controller "
□ An electronic data processing system called
TOPICS (Total On-Line Programme and Information Control System), will co-ordinate all
production and broadcasting activities of the
Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK) two television and
three radio networks. TOPICS, developed by
NHK with the collaboration of IBM, will help
to administer the simultaneous preparation and
production of some 1800 programmes by many
directors and technicians at work in 26 television and 33 radio studios and on location. It
will do this without the memoranda, letters
and phone calls which are normal in large
broadcasting organizations. The system will also
provide management reports and perform
general accounting tasks.
TOPICS consists chiefly of two of the most
advanced computers: an IBM System/360
Model 50 and an IBM 1800 data acquisition and
control system.
The computers and their associated software
perform the functions of several different kinds
of systems:
— as a communication system, TOPICS conveys
information between the Broadcast Control
Centre and the studios in the centre of
Tokyo and in suburban Yoyogi, 8 km away:

1 36

— os an information retrieval system, it stores in
its files and retrieves within seconds information about every aspect of broadcasting
production—programme schedules, the rostering of technicians, budgets, inventories
and the allocation of the various programme resources and services;
— as a simulator, it enables managers to experiment with the information it contains in
order to work out acceptable schedules and
assignments;
— as a master switching control, TOPICS, by a
pre-determined schedule, selects in proper
sequence studios, tape recorders and kinescopes, station-break and other annoucements, picks a path for them through
complex switching devices and puts them
on the air. — ABU Newsletter.

Up to 1000 holograms stored
in one crystal
□ A new holographic material in the form of
a single crystal of lithium niobate has been developed by scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL).
The new material shows promise for temporarily storing as much as 1000 times more
digital or pictorial information than conventional holographic materials. Such an " optical
memory", from which desired information
could easily be retrieved or erased, is of great
interest for possible switching applications in
telecommunication networks.
In these experiments, a single, cubical crystal
of lithium niobate is placed on a rotatable
platform. Functioning as an ordinary holographic plate, the crystal records the complex
interference patterns of light waves as one laser
beam is split into two parts, one of which
shines directly on the crystal (reference beam).
The other part shines through a transparency
of the object or page being stored (object beam)
and strikes the crystal. After a hologram is
formed through the one-centimetre thickness
of the crystal in one direction, the crystal is
rotated a fraction of a degree for each new
hologram to be stored.
A lithium niobate crystal can store holograms
because a suitably intense laser beam can free
enough electrons in the crystal to set up an
internal electric field. This field causes a change
in the refractive index of the crystal.
Because this refractive index change varies with
the intensity of the laser light hitting the crystal, the crystal can record intensity variations
of a reference beam interfering with an object
beam in much the way that an ordinary
holographic plate does. The difference is that
a holographic plate records this interference
pattern as permanent changes in its transmis-
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sion properties; with lithium niobate, the
interference pattern is recorded as semipermanent changes in the index of refraction
through the thickness of the crystal.
Holograms stored in a lithium niobate crystal
can be erased simply by heating the crystal to
170° C. The same crystal can then be used again
and again for storing new holograms. — BTL.

Plans for conversion of
Japanese television to UHF
□ The Japanese Minister for Posts and Telecommunications, Mr. Takeji Kobayashi, announced recently that his Ministry is planning
for the conversion of all Japanese television
stations from VHF to UHF within the next ten
years.
This decision has been made in view of the
increasing need to allocate frequencies in the
VHF band to public service organizations concerned with public security, fire fighting, gas,
water and news reporting.
Receivers designed only for VHF will have to
be modified. Converters cost about 8000 yen
(22 US dollars) and it is expected that the price
of sets suitable for both VHF and UHF will
also be about 22 dollars higher than those of
receivers now on sale. However, the main cost
of the change will have to be met by the television organizations, which will be involved in
a very large expenditure in converting their
equipment and in increasing the number of
relaying transmitters.
About one-third of the Nippon Hoso Kyokai
(NHK) television stations are already operating
in the UHF band. These are mainly lowpowered translator stations used for rebroadcasting programmes from major stations to
isolated areas. However, in February 1967,
NHK put into service, for experimental purposes, the first high-powered UHF station in
Japan, located near Tokushima. These test
transmissions proved to be successful and, as a
result, the Tokushima station was put into
regular service early last year. — ABU Newsletter.

A new high-resolution
optical fibre
□ The laboratories of the Japanese companies
Nippon Electric (NEC) and Japan Plate Glass
recently announced that they had developed a
new type of optical glass fibre which is being
marketed under the name of Selfoc.
One of these devices could replace the many
fibres used to compose gastro-cameras; they
could also be used as a light transmission
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medium for communications by laser, picture
telephony, etc.
Selfoc is a glass fibre with a diameter of 200
to 800 ^m. It acts as a convex or concave
lens, depending on the length at which it is
cut.
Another interesting characteristic of this fibre
is that the i mages transmitted are much brighter
than those obtained with conventional optical
fibres owing to its high resolution.
A further point of interest is that light progresses in Selfoc by sine-wave reflections
instead of by acute-angle propagation as is the
case in other devices.
Used together with the time-division modula-

tion systems which have wide-scale applications
in telephony, it can increase the multiplex
transmission capacity several dozen times. —
Electronique-Actualites.

New colour television tube
□ A major manufacturer in Japan has developed a 33 cm colour television set using a
new system called Trinitron. The new tube has
a single electron gun which emits 3 electron
beams to produce a colour picture, in place of
the 3 electron guns normally used in television
receivers. It has stated that the new system
produces bright colours which are of high
quality. — ABU Newsletter.

RF amplifying device using
audio frequencies
□ A " phonon amplifier " has been developed by the General Telephone and Electronics Laboratories (Sylvania) from which
a whole series of electronic devices can be
derived.
This new device, which makes use of audio
frequencies to amplify RF signals, acts as a kind
of travelling-wave semi-conductor.
The amplifier consists of a tiny wafer of piezoelectric ceramic measuring 25.4x12.7 x0.3 mm.
— Electronique-Actualites.

SATELLITE LAUNCHINGS NOTIFIED DURING PERIOD
1 to 31 JANUARY 1969

International
number

Venera-5

1969-1-A

USSR

5 Jan.

heliocentric c rbit

Interplanetary station carrying
scientific and measuring apparatus.
Scheduled to make gentle descent
into Venus' atmosphere in midMay

1969-2-A

USSR

10 Jan.

heliocentric c rbit

Interplanetary station carrying
scientific and measuring apparatus.
Programmed to soft-land on night
side of Venus in mid-May

Cosmos-263

1969-3-A

USSR

12 Jan.

207 km
362 km

89.6 min
65.4°

19.995 MHz

Decayed on 20 January 1969.
Carried scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio telemetry system

Soyuz-4

1969-4-A

USSR

14 Jan.

213 km
227 km

88.8 min
51.7°

20.008 MHz

Spaceship piloted by cosmonaut
Vladimir Shatalov. Rendezvoused
with Soyuz-5 on 16 January. Landed
17 January 1969. Two solar panels

1969-5-A

USSR

15 Jan.

196 km
212 km

88.6 min
51.7°

15.008 MHz

Spaceship crewed by three cosmonauts: B. Volynov, A. Yeliseyev,
Y. Khrunov. Soyuz-4 and 5 were
brought together on 16 January
and Khrunov and Yeliseyev transferred to Soyuz-4. Landed 18 January 1969. Two solar panels

1969-6-A

United
States

22 Jan.

536 km
561 km

95.6 min
32.9°

Tracking beacon: Orbiting Solar Observatory; mea136.29 MHz
sures the frequency and energy of
500 mW
solar emissions

Country

Date

Perigee
Apogee

Period
Inclination

Frequencies
Transmitter
power

Code name
and description

1130 kg

Venera-6
1130 kg

three-part
spaceship

Soyuz-5
three-part
spaceship

OSO-V /
291 kg;
height: 95 cm;
base section:
nine-sided
spinning wheel,
diameter:
112 cm, joined
to fan-shaped
sail section

Observations
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International
number

No name

1969-7-A

United
States

22 Jan.

148 km
1082 km

96.9 min
106.1°

Cosmos-264

1969-8-A

USSR

23 Jan.

208 km
295 km

89.5 min
69.9°

19.150 MHz

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio telemetry system

ISIS-A

1969-9-A

Canada

30 Jan.

599 km
3525 km

128.4 min
88.4°

Data:
401.75 MHz
136.08 MHz
4 W
136.59 MHz
2 W
Radio beacon:
137.95 MHz
136.41 MHz
60 mW

International Satellite for Ionospheric Studies (ISIS); solar cells

Country

Date

239 kg;
spheroid shape;
diameter:
127 cm;
height; 107 cm;
two extendable
antennae 73 m
and 19 m long

new
products

Perigee
Apogee

Frequencies
Transmitter
power

Code name
and description

Period
Inclination

25° C produces a dissipation of 0.5 W. Junction
temperature is minus 65° to plus 200° C.

CW earth-to-satellite communication systems,
have been introduced by Varian.

Base-to-emitter saturation voltage for all units
is 1.7 V, VBE (sat). The gain-bandwidth product
is over 100 MHz and collector capacitance is
less than 10 pF for all units.

The VTC-6360A1 provides 300 W of CW power,
while the VTC-6360E7 is rated at 225 W. Instantaneous bandwidth is provided across the frequency range without tuning adjustments.

Current gain under small signal characteristics
is 1500 to 15 000 V for 2N2723 and 2N2725,
and 5000 to 60 000 V for 2N2724.

The tubes are said to be ideal for single carrier
telephony requirements. The lower power
VTC-6360E1 offers special economies and excellent service where a limited number of channels
are transmitted. As increased channel capacity
is required, standardization of design permits
easy retrofit with the higher power VTC6360A1.

Noise figure is 10 dB for 2N2723 and 6 dB for
2N2724 and 2N2725. DC current gain is 2000
to 10 000 for the 2N2723 and 2N2725 and 7000
to 50 000 for the 2N2724. — Raytheon.
(Raytheon Overseas Limited, International
Sales and Service, 141 Spring Street, Lexington,
Massachusetts 02173)

CW travelling wave tubes for
satellite communications

High gain, high impedance,

□ Two CW travelling wave tubes operating
in the 5.925 to 6.425 GHz frequency range,
currently in use in ground-based terminals of

low noise amplifiers
□ Raytheon Company has introduced three
new amplifiers, designated 2N2723, 2N2724,
and 2N2725 for use in high gain, high impedance, low noise, high-voltage pre-amplifier
circuits.

CW travelling wave tube for satellite communications
(Varian)

Ratings for the 2N2723 and 2N2724 are nearly
identical, except for small signal characteristics.
Collector-to-base voltage (BVCBO) is 80 V.
Collector-to-emitter is 60 V (BVCEO). Emitterto-base is 12V (BVEBO). Total device dissipation
at a case temperature of 25° C is 1.8 W, at
100° C is 1.0 W, while free air temperature of
138
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Saturated output gain is at least 33 dB and
excellent match characteristics are claimed. The
tubes are PPM focussed and forced air cooled.
Both tubes are also suitable for troposcatter
communications. — Varian.
(Varian, TWT Division, 611 Hansen Way,
Palo Alto, California 94303.)

New measuring instrument
fully protects semi-conductors
under test
□ A self-contained semi-conductor test instrument introduced by Philips of Eindhoven and
called the PM6509, employs a constant current/
constant voltage mode of operation which
ensures complete protection for the semiconductor under test. In addition, it can carry
out measurements under " in circuit " conditions.
The PM6509 can be used with 2, 3 or 4 electrode devices, including PNP and NPN transistors. It can measure leakage currents of from
3 pA to 100 mA at test voltages between

news

Hermetically sealed relay

(General Telephone and Electronics Corporation, 730 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017)

□ Hermetically sealed relays for plug-in socket
mounting or chassis mounting were announced
recently by ITT Jennings.

C-band klystron for
mobile tropo-scatter

The type JHWA relays measure 20 x 29 x 57 mm.

(Philips)
100 mV and 1000 V, and breakdown voltages
up to 1000 V. Measurements can also be made
of resistance in ranges up to 100 T" and, when
a special adapter is used, of semi-conductor
amplification factors at low currents.
With 3 or 4 electrode devices, leakage current
and breakdown voltage can be measured with
the third and/or fourth terminal open circuit,
with one or both these terminals connected
to the reference electrode via a resistor, or
with one or both connected to a voltage. Two
additional voltage supplies are provided for
this last purpose, and their outputs can be
adjusted between —10 and +10 V, with or
without a series resistor in the line as required.
— Philips.
(Philips Persdienst, Nieuwstraat 38, Postbus 523,
Eindhoven)

Two new diodes
will widen the field of
microwave application
□ Recently, Nippon Electric Company Limited
(NEC) of Tokyo industrialized two microwave,
semi-conductor devices.

Three types of contacts are stocked: 1 A lightduty twin palladium contacts in 2-FORM-C,
3 A medium-duty single silver cadmium-oxide
contacts in 2-FORM-C, and heavy-duty 10 A
silver cadmium-oxide contacts in 1-FORM-A.
Coils are available for 6 to 48 V dc.

□ A five-cavity klystron amplifier, designated
VA-908D, is now available for use in mobile
tropospheric forward-scatter communications
equipment. The tube delivers at least 15 kW at
any frequency within its tuning range of 4.4 to
5.0 GHz.

JHWA relays operate under 10 g's shock and
vibration to 2000 Hz. Contact spring insulation
is ceramicforgood high-frequency performance.

The VA-908D, a high-gain tube, requires less
than 100 mW of drive power and provides a
1dB bandwidth of at least 23 MHz. Typical gain
at 4.4 GHz is 53 dB.

Typical operating time is 8 milliseconds, dielectric strength, 2000 V rms, nominal coil power:
0.85 W, and rating: 10 million operations at
500 mA, 24 V dc. — ITT, Jennings.
(ITT Jennings, Advertising Manager, P.O. Box
1278, San Jose, California 95108)

Styleline (TM) telephone
□ A compact telephone with the dial located
in the centre of the handset has been developed
by Automatic Electric Company, a General
Telephone and Electronics Corporation (GT&E)
subsidiary.

Weight of the VA-908D is approximately 9 kg.
The tube employs a lightweight electromagnet
(52 kg) and is cooled by liquid and forced air.
Overall dimensions of the tube mounted in the
electromagnet are 42.3x41.7x31.6 cm.
The RF input connector is coaxial and mates
with a UG-21D/U plug. The output flange mates
with UG-149A/U waveguide. Power connexions
—including 8.0 V, 7.5 A for the heater—are
made through flying leads.

Called the Styleline (TM) telephone, it is
designed with a dial that is three-fourths the
size of conventional telephone dials, yet maintains standard-size finger holes. A " recall "
button beneath the dial enables the user to
make successive calls without hanging up.
Production of both desk and wall models is
scheduled to begin during the second quarter
of 1969. The 369 gr desk model is 8.3 cm wide,
9.2 cm high, and 22.9 cm long. — GT&E.
(GT&E)

(Varian)
(NEC)
The new diodes, an Impatt diode with an output
of 500 mW and a 120 mW Gunn diode, will
substitute klystrons and travelling wave tubes
which are used to oscillate microwaves. They
are expected to broaden the fields of microwave applications. — NEC.
(Nippon P. R. Counsellors Inc., Yoshino Building, No. 13,5, Nishi-Shinbashi, 2 Cho-Me
Minato-Ku, Tokyo)

VA-908D five-cavity klystron amplifier

Other characteristics are:
— beam voltage:

16 kVdc;

— beam current:

2.25 Adc;

— body current, with drive: 24 to 28 mAdc.
— Varian.
(Varian Palo Alto Tube Division, 611 Hansen
Way, Palo Alto, California 94303)
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A list of articles in other technical publications which may be of interest to readers of the
Journal. The articles are listed under the language of the publication.
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Revue du CETHEDEC, Centre d'etudes
theoriques de la detection et des communications, 5 bis avenue de la Porte de Sevres, 75Paris XV. Annee 1968. N° 15. 5-19. Bolomey
J.Ch. Methodes numeriques dans les problemes
de rayonnement et de diffraction — P. 21-37.
Bolomey J.Ch. Methodes pour le probleme de
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traitement rigoureux du probleme de la diffraction par un reseau.
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national d'etudes des telecommunications,
38 rue du general Leclerc, 92 Issy-les-Moulineaux, Annee 1968. N° 9-10. P. 235-248. Guissard A. Les circuits changeurs de frequence
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— P. 71-89. Faugeras D., Teurnier R. Le reseau
telegraphique d'Andorre — P. 90-98. Ferrieu
G., Lor and P., Person J. M. Poste telephonique
a transistors experimental — P. 99-103. Delbouys A., Taliere G. Dispositif d'observation
statistique du trafic dans les centraux Pentaconta — P. 104-116. Penn C., Joubert J.,
Theron G. Un autocommutateur temporel de
petite capacite.
Television. Societe des editions radio, 42, rue
Jacob, Paris VI. Annee 1969 N° 190. P. 26-28.
Ragot C. La commutation 819-625 lignes dans
les bases de temps lignes a transistors.

ENGLISH
Bell Laboratories Record. Mountain Avenue,
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974. Year 1968.
No. 10. P. 326-331. Vromen B. H. Low-density
Tantalum — P. 339-344. Haner R. L., Simmonds T. H. Jr., Steiff L. H. A new interface
between N3 and L systems.
Bell Telephone Magazine. American Telephone
and Telegraph Company, 195 Broadway, New
York 7, N.Y. 10007. Year 1968. No. 6. P. 2832. Weppler E. The radio spectrum squeeze.
Data Systems. Business Publications Limited,
Mercury House, Waterloo Road, London SE1.
Year 1969. January. P. 22-23. Jones B. O. The
table processing system.
Electro Technology. Journal of the Society of
Electronic Engineers, Bangalore. Year 1968.
No. 4. P. 123-128. Rao V. G., Raghvan T. S.
TDM/PCM Systems — P. 129-139. Hair T.,
Agar W. O. A precision CW radar ranging
technique.
140

Journal of the Institute of Electronics and Communication Engineers of Japan. Kikai-ShinkoKaikan Building, Shiba Park 21-1-5, Minatoku,
Tokyo. (Articles in Japanese with separate
English summaries). Year 1968. No. 6. P. 1-2.
Osatake T., Kirisawa K., Ozeki Y. An experiment on orthogonal PCM system — P. 2-4.
Kirisawa K., Tajima S., Tano K. A regenerative
repeater for orthogonal PCM system — P. 1213. Kozaki S., Mushiake Y. Radio wave propagation in longitudinally inhomogeneous
anisotropic medium — P. 16-17. Goto N. A
circular array of linear antenna elements —
P. 18-19. Takao K. A vehicle tracking antenna
array composed of crossed-dipoles — P. 22-23.
Aoki T. Theory of time-frequency-coded communication systems.
Journal of the Institution of Telecommunication
Engineers. Post Box No. 3012, New Delhi.
Year 1968. No. 12. P. 505-512. Singh A.,
Sengupta D. L., Gupta K. C. Non-quasistatic
analysis of the wave propagation along magnetized plasma columns surrounded by a dielectric medium — P. 513-518. Kesava Rao P.S.;
Ramachandra Rao B. Height variation and
drift and anisotropy parameters in the ionosphere during magnetically disturbed days —
P. 533-536. Mangal Sain, Rao M. K., Kumar Y.
Some studies of longwave propagation of
Radio Tashkent 164 kHz.
Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. Savoy Place, London WC2. Year 1969.
No. 1. P. 43-52. Harrison R. Analysis of the
statistics and threshold of the phase-lock loop
— P. 53-58. Stagg L. J. Bandpass LC filters
having prescribed amplitude and nearly constant group-delay characteristics.
Radio Science. Environmental Science Services
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Boulder, Colorado, 80302. Year 1968.
No. 10. P. 977-984. Whale H. A., Boys J. T.
Measurements of the coherence ratio of ionospherically propagated radio waves — P. 984990. Boys J. T. Statistical variations in the
apparent specular component of ionospherically reflected radio waves — P. 991-994.
Kropfli R. A., Katz /., Konrad T. G., Dobson E. B. Simultaneous radar reflectivity
measurements and refractive index spectra in
the clear atmosphere — P. 995-1003. Wait J. R.
Diffraction and scattering of the electromagnetic groundwave by terrain features —
P. 1004-1009. Frisius /., Heydt G. Spectral
parameters of the VLF radio noise observed
as functions of the azimuth — P. 1010-1019.
Abbas M., Poeverlein H. Propagation of hydromagnetic waves in current-carrying regions of
the Ionosphere and Magnetosphere (parallel
propagation).
RCA Review. Radio Corporation of America.
Princeton, New Jersey, 08540. Year 1968,
No. 3. P. 379-385. Nicoll F. H. An experimental
pulsed CdS laser cathode-ray tube — P. 386400. Burn P. Electromagnetic wave propagation in superconductors.
Science and Technology. International Communications Inc., 205 East 42nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017. Year 1968. No. 83. P. 22-30.
Rosen S. Cosmic rays — P. 34-42. Brumberger H., Stein R., Rowell R. Light scattering.
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Systems Technology. The Plessey Company
Limited, Ilford, Essex. Year 1969. No. 6.
P. 39-48. Elliott J. F. E., Franks A. G. Design
of telephone exchanges for corrosive atmospheres.
Telecommunication Journal of Australia (The).
The Telecommunication Society of Australia,
Box 4050, GPO, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 3001. Year 1968. No. 3. P. 229-237.
Freeman A. H. Network design for STD —
P. 238-250. Kellock A., Traill A. Modern
methods of meeting the increasing demand for
telephone trunk circuits — P. 257-260.
Endacott K. A. PCM radio relay systems —
P. 261-262. Cook I. G. Trunk circuit testing
in the STD network.

SPANISH
Re vista de telecomunicacion. Consejo Tecnico
de Telecomunicacion, Palacio de Comunicaciones, Apartado 946, Madrid. Ano 1968.
N.° 93. P. 2-6. Sanz Matesanz S. Resena de la
evolucion de los servicios telex y gentex en
Espana.

GERMAN
Albiswerk-Berichte. 245, Albisriederstrasse,
8047 Zurich. Jahrgang 1968. Nr 2. S. 72-78.
Tschannen G. Ein Mehrkanal-Telexfibertragungssystem in Zeitmultiplextechnik.
Archiv der Elekrischen Ubertragung. (A.E.U.)
Rodbergstrasse 9, Postfach 166, 7501 Grotingen fiber Karlsruhe. Jahrgang 1969. Heft 1.
S. 1-8. Jutzi W. Theorie zweier aktiv und passiv
gekoppelter Leitungen — S. 9-12. Kraus G.
Das thermische Rauschen von seriengeschalteten, fehlangepassten passiven Vierpolen im
Mikrowellenbereich — S. 13-19. Pregla R. Ein
Syntheseverfahren ffir Kammfilter ffir kleine
und grosse Bandbreiten — S. 20-22. Pahls J.
Nebenmaxima der Ambiguity-Funktion binar
phasengetasteter Impulse bei grossen Dopplerverschiebungen — S. 23-32. Knetsch H. D.
Achsversetzungen von Rundhohlleitern mit
beliebigen Radien — S. 33-48. Liider E.,
Kiihn P. Ein Verfahren zur Verwirklichung des
allgemeinen Allpasses mit vorgeschriebener
Ubertragungsfunktion — S. 49-59. Lampert E.
Leitungsfibertrager mit beliebigem, ganzzahligem Ubersetzungsverhaltnis.
E und M, Elektrotechnik und Maschinenbau.
Zeitschrift des Osterreichischen Verbandes ffir
Elektrotechnik, Eschenbachgasse 9, A-1010
Wien. Jahrgang 1969. Heft 1. S. 27-30. Stelter J.
Neue Radarentwicklungen ffir die Flugsicherung.
Fernmelde-Ingenieur (Der). Fernmeldtechnischen Zentralamt der Deutschen Bundespost.
Verlag ffir Wissenschaft und Leben Georg
Heidecker, 11 Kfihlsheimer Strasse, 8532 Bad
Windsheim. Jahrgang 1969. Heft 1. S. 1-27.
Beneking H., Hausdorfer M. Zur Behandlung
von Leistungs-verstarkung und Stabilitat nach
LINVILL.

review review/books

ITALIAN

SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES

Alta Frequenza. Associazione elettrotecnica ed
elettronica italiana, 10 Via San Paolo, Milano,
Italia. Anno 1968. N° 12. P. 1120-1131.
Vannucchi G. Espressioni generalizzate dei
rumori di intermodulazione nei sistemi di
transmissione a modulazione di ampiezza ed a
modulazione di frequenza — P. 1132-1136.
Valdoni F. Risonatori derivati su una linea di
trasmissione a risposta dissimmetrica — P.
1137-1146. Marchetti G., Russo F. Sull'impiego
di segnali rettangolati nel radar a compressione
di impulso — P. 1147-1153. Picardi G.,
Ragonese P. Su un circuito anti-interferenza
per sistema radar realizzato con linee di
ritardo.

Elektro. Norsk Elektroteknisk Forening og
Norske Elektrisitetsverkers Forening, Ingeniorforlaget A/S, Kronprinsensgatan 17, Oslo 1.
Argang 1968. Nr. 22. S. 638-641. Hagander A.
UHF-radiolinje for kringkastingprogram.

Elettronica e Telecomiinicazioni. Edizioni RAI
Radiotelevisione italiana, 41 via Arsenale,
Torino. Anno 1968. N. 5. P. 154-161. Pacini
G. P. Antenna a zig-zag a irraddiazione trasversale per la banda UHF.
Note Recension! Notizie. Istituto superiore
delle Poste e delle Telecomunicazioni, 189 Viale
Trastevere, Roma. Anno 1968. N. 5. P. 801'821. Grasso G. Effetto di non linearita nei
ricevitori radar MTI con filtri Doppler.
Telecomunicazioni. Societa Italiana Telecomunicazioni Siemens s.p.a., Piazzale Zavattari 12,
Milano. Anno 1968. N° 29. P. 3-16. Bindi R.,
Carajfni G., Holzer G. L'adeguamento della
centrale telefonica internazionale di Milano al
nuovo piano di numerazione mondiale —
P. 17-25. Paladin G., Baldin P. Telealimentazione e telecontrols per i ripetitori intermedi
dei sistemi PCM su cavo simmetrico — P. 2635. Nicotra G. Uso di sistemi periscopici con
riflettori curvi nei collegamenti hertziani.

SLAV LANGUAGES
Elektrotechnicky casopis. Vydavatel'stvo Slovenskej akademie vied, Senicka 15, Bratislava.
1968. Cilso 9. Str. 641-649. Hajos Z. Skreslenie
reprodukcie vel'kych farebnych ploch v sustave
SECAM vplyvom interakcnej modulacie —
Str. 700-702. Kollar J., Lager K. Prispevok k
analyze linearnych obvodov pomocou cislicoveho pocitaca.
Przeglad telekomunikacyjny. Sekcja elektroniki
i telekomunikacji stowarzyszenia elektrykow
Polskich, 2 Barbary, VI p., Warszawa. Rok
1969. Nr. 1. S. 1-5. Lapinsky T. Stan obecny i
perspektywy rozwoju telekomunikacyjnych
kabli symetrycznych — S. 11-15. Wplyw
szumow zewn§trznych na czulosc rzeczywistq
urzqdzen odbiorczych radiokomunikacji ruchomej w pasmie cz^stotliwosci 30-500 MHz.

MULTILINGUAL
Hasler Mitteilungen. Hasler AG Bern, Belpstrasse 23. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 2. S. 30-41.
Vogt W. Sekundargruppendurchschaltefilter —
S. 42-52. Karth A. Alimentation en ondes
porteuses pour les groupes primaires et

secondaires — S.53-64. Rutishauser P. Berechnung von Signal-Quantisierungsgerauschabstanden bei Ubertragung von Sinus- und
Sprachsignalen liber das System PCM 67.
PTT Technische Mitteilungen — Bulletin technique — Bollettino tecnico. Entreprise des
postes, telephones et telegraphes suisses,
Speichergasse 6, 3011 Bern. Jahrgang 1969.
Nr. 2. S. 52-60. Kerle W. Ein Antennenmessplatz fur Strahlungsdiagrammuntersuchungen
— Place de mesures d'antennes pour analyse
de diagrammes d'emission.
Revue MBLE. Manufacture beige de lampes et
de materiel electronique. 80, rue des DeuxGares, Bruxelles 7. Annee 1968. N° 3. P. 117137. Carrette G., Deraemaeker R. Le systeme
3TR 1102 de telegraphie harmonique a deplacement de frequence.
N° 4. P. 145-158. Decroly J. C., Genin Y.,
Mouchart J. M. La determination des orbites
de transfert — P. 159-166. Neirynck J., van
Bastelaer Ph. A class of filters with optimum
transient behaviour — P. 167-178. Wodon P.
Langages de programmation pour le calcul
symbolique.
Revue HF Tijdschrift. Societe beige des
electriciens. 1, Place du Trone, Bruxelles.
Annee 1968. N° 7. P. 185-192. Van Eck J.-L.
Mesure des fluctuations de frequence d'un
oscillateur fonctionnant en hyperfrequence, a
l'aide d'un circuit de retard.
N° 8. P. 213-222. Delogne P. Compensation a
l'aide d'un ordinateur des mesures des parametres d'un quadripole aux hyperfrequences;
application a des mesures sur guide unifilaire.

books

TELEX: A DETAILED EXPOSITION
OF THE TELEX SYSTEM OF THE
BRITISH POST OFFICE 1
by R. W. Barton.

One bound volume;pp. viii + 384; illustrations,
forms, diagrams. 26 X 16 cm. Published by Sir
Isaac Pitman and Sons Limited, Pitman
House, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, WC 2,
1968. Price: 70 shillings net.
1

Since the Second World War, telex has
become an important communication medium for industry and commerce. Rapid
direct communication with most countries
in the world and a printed record of both
sent and received intelligence have led to a
continuing high growth rate in the United
Kingdom and elsewhere.
This book was prepared with the assistance of the British Post Office and
contains an account of the United Kingdom telex system and detailed descriptions
of subscribers' apparatus and the equipment used . in inland exchanges. The
special features of telex traffic and the
parameters adopted for signalling and

telegraph transmission design are fully
described.
The paramount importance of the international aspects of telex is reflected in the
attention given to the methods of handling
oversea traffic, including descriptions of
the automatic switching equipment and
the cordless international switchboard.
Separate chapters are devoted to such
important topics as maintenance philosophy and techniques, and quality of
service. The book concludes with a necessary brief glimpse into the future of telex
in the United Kingdom including a description of the CCITT Type-C signalling
system standardized recently to facilitate
intercontinental telex working.
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KONDENSATOREN:
DIELEKTRIKUM, BEMESSUNG,
ANWENDUNG 2
(Capacitators: dielectrics; design
applications), by Fritz Liebscher
Wolfgang Held.

and
and

This book will be of interest not only to

manufacturers and users of capacitators
but also to persons professionally concerned with insulating materials, paper
manufacture, to cable and high tension
engineers and also to students of electrical
engineering.
A. El-Zanati
2
One bound volume; pp. xii + 334. illustrations, tables, diagrams. 24 X 16 cm. Published
by Springer-Verlag, 1 Berlin 33, Heidelberger
Platz 3, 1968. Price: 72 German marks.

One volume paperback; pp. 93; 22 X16 cm.
Published by TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit,
Pennsylvania 17 214, 1968, Price: 5.95 US
dollars.

more than a hundred sample commercials
for all types of accounts, making the book
a veritable copy library.

This new third edition of The anatomy
of local radio-TV copy contains over
40 per cent new material, and is loaded with

It is a practical book that will prove of
great help to all broadcasting stations, and
particularly to small ones.
A. El-Zanati •

TELEPHONY

TELEX

COLOMBIA

BRAZIL

On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of
the Colombian Telecommunications Undertaking a series of stamps was issued on
14 May 1968. It includes:

To commemorate the 25th anniversary of
the telex service, the Brazilian Administration, on 18 September 1968, issued a
20 centavo stamp, pale green and green,
showing a map of Brazil encircled by a
punched-tape. Printed in photogravure by
the Mint on watermarked paper, perf.
11 x 11 y2, 3 million copies. (3)

Capacitators are being used on an everincreasing scale in heavy-current and telecommunication engineering. Storage capacitators have recently been playing a
significant part in technical and physical
research. This book offers a comprehensive survey of the various applications of
the capacitator and above all of the
capacitator itself.

3

THE ANATOMY OF LOCAL RADIOTV COPY 3
by William A. Peck. New 3rd edition.

telephilately

PATRON OF
TELECOMMUNICA TIONS
DAHOMEY
The Archangel Gabriel appears on a
100-franc polychrome airmail stamp showing a painting by Foujita; it is one of the
Christmas series issued on 25 November
1968 (printed in photogravure by VAtelier

Delrieu).

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

— a 1 peso polychrome stamp showing a
map of the Colombian network (2
million copies);
— a 50 centavo polychrome airmail stamp
showing the visual indicator lamps
burning in an exchange (3 million
copies).
Both stamps, perf. 13^x14, were lithographed by Thomas de la Rue, Colombia.
(D

UAMPT
The " Philexafrique " International Stamp
Exhibition to be held at Abidjan from
14 to 23 February 1969 is being commemorated in its Member States by the issue
of special stamps with a tab bearing the
initials UAMPT and the organization's
emblem.
1 42

UPPER VOLTA
On 30 September 1968, the Volta Administration issued a 30 franc polychrome stamp
showing the automatic telephone exchange
at Bobo-Dioulasso. Designed by C. Haley,
perf. 12y2, photogravure printed by VAtelier

Delrieu. (2)
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BROADCASTING
CHINA
The Republic of China commemorated the
40th anniversary of broadcasting in China
by issuing two postage stamps on 1 August
1968. The first, at 1 dollar, blue, light blue
and grey, horizontal format 30x22 mm,
depicts a map of China with waves radiating from Formosa. The second, at 4 dollars, ultramarine and pink, vertical format
22 x 30 mm, symbolizes frequency-modulated transmissions; 3 500 000 and 1 500 000

telephilately

copies, respectively, perf. 12%, offset
printed on watermarked paper in sheets of
100. (4)

COLOMBIA
The series commemorating the 20th anniversary of the Colombian Telecommunication Undertaking includes a 50 centavo
polychrome stamp showing antenna masts
with radiating waves. Two million copies,
perf. 131/2 X 14, lithographed by Thomas de
la Rue, Colombia.

MEXICO
The series in honour of the Mexico City
Olympic Games includes a 50 centavo
polychrome stamp showing the telecommunication tower in Mexico City. Perf. 14,
2 million copies, printed in photogravure
on watermarked paper.
The stamp was also produced in souvenir
sheets in 250 000 copies. (5)

ROUMANIA
A series devoted to the Young Pioneer
Movement, issued on 4 June 1968, includes
a stamp at 1 lei, orange and red, showing
pioneers listening to a radio broadcast.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
The series issued on 27 May 1968 in honour
of the International Stamp Exhibition held
.in Prague in 1968 includes a 40 heller polychrome stamp showing the new radio
building in Prague. Designed and engraved
by Jiri Svengsbir, perf. 11V2, in batches of
15.

COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
BULGARIA
The series on the Mexico City Olympic
Games includes an imperf. block, at 50+
10 stotinki extra charge, showing a
stadium with an Intelsat communication
satellite flying over it (100 000 copies).

COLOMBIA
A 1 peso airmail stamp, ultramarine, yellow
and grey, depicting an Intelsat communication satellite, is one of the series commemorating the 20th anniversary of the
Colombian Telecommunication Undertaking 3 600 000 copies, lithographed by
Thomas de la Rue, Colombia.

MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE
TOGO
In connexion with the inauguration of the
Port of Lome, the Togolese Administration
issued a series of stamps which includes a
polychrome airmail stamp at 90 francs
nuclear-powered
ship
the
showing
Savanah with its radio antennae clearly
visible. Offset printed, perf 14x13%,
designed by O. Adler and printed by the
Israel State Press. It is also available in
souvenir sheets issued at the same time.

TURKEY
On 15 June 1968, the Turkish Administration commemorated the voyage around
the world by the yacht Kismet by issuing a
50-piastre polychrome stamp showing the
vessel with its antennae clearly visible.

Offset printed by Ajans-Tiirk, Ankara,
perf. 13x13%, 400 000 copies in sheets of
50.

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE
BARBADOS
A series of three stamps issued in connexion
with World Weather Day includes a 3 cent
polychrome stamp, vertical format, showing a radar antenna of the meteorological
service. Perf. 14x14%, designed by G. L.
Vasarhelyi and printed in London by

Harrison and Sons.
UNITED NATIONS
The World Weather Watch was commemorated by the United Nations Postal
Administration by the issue on 19 September 1968 of 2 polychrome stamps, at
6 and 20 U.S. cents, depicting a meteorological radar antenna. Horizontal format
40x27 mm, perf. 13%, designed by A.
Gundersen and George Fanais, and
printed in photogravure by the Japanese
State Press (Tokyo); 2 500 00 and
2 200 000 copies, respectively, in sheets of
50.

MISCELLANEOUS
CONGO-BRAZZAVILLE
On 5 August 1968, the Congolese Administration commemorated the death of the
Reverend Martin Luther-King by issuing
a 50-franc stamp, pale green, black and
green, vertical format, showing the Nobel
Prizewinner speaking before microphones.
Perf. 12%, printed in photogravure by

VAtelier Delrieu. (6)
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official announcements

official

NOTICE OF VACANCY

Circular-letter No. 60 of 30 January 1969 which
has been sent to all Members of the Union
announces vacancy for:
• a post of Associate Administrative
Officer-Accountant, grade P1/P2, in the
General Secretariat; probationary appointment; entry on duty: as soon as possible
(vacancy notice No. 1-1969 ITU).
Only applications forwarded through administrations can be taken into account; detailed

announcement

applications with personal histories should be
submitted to the General Secretariat of the
ITU, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20
(Switzerland), by 30 May 1969 at the latest.

• a post of HF-radiocommunication expert, for one year, with possibility of extension,
as soon as possible. The post is to be filled
for the Ministry of Communications, Department of Telephone and Telegraph at Kabul
(Afghanistan). (Field vacancy notice TC 2/69
AFG-516/TA; final date for submission of
applications: 22 March 1969).

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION

Only applications forwarded through administrations can be taken into account: detailed
applications with personal histories should be
submitted to the General Secretariat of the
ITU, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20
(Switzerland), not later than the final date
mentioned above.

Recruitment of experts
Circular-letter No. 59 of 22 January 1969, which
has been sent to all Members of the Union
announces the following field vacancy:

INVITATIONS ACCEPTED TO CONFERENCES OR MEETINGS EXTERNAL TO THE UNION
DATE

ORGANIZATION

NATURE OF CONFERENCE
OR MEETING

PLACE

REPRESENTATIVES

1969
3-12 March

United Nations
Development Programme
(UNDP)

Regional meeting of
Resident Representatives for
Latin America and the
Caribbean

Santiago
(Chile)

Mr. P. BRONZINI
(General Secretariat)

4-15 March

Danube Commission

27th Session

Budapest

Mr. R. PETIT
(IFRB)

4-15 March

World Meteorological Organization
(WMO)

8th Session of the Working Group on
Meteorological Transmissions of
Regional Association VI
(Europe)

Geneva
-

Mr. R. FROOM
Dr. Y. Y. MAO
(CCIR)
Mr. T. OKABE
(CCITT)

13-14 March

United Nations Organization
(UN)

Working Group on Outer Space
(ACC)

New York

Mr. R. E. BUTLER
(Deputy SecretaryGeneral)

17 March

United Nations Organization
(UN)

Scientific and Technical SubCommittee of the Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space

New York

Mr. R. E. BUTLER
(Deputy SecretaryGeneral)
Mr. A. BERRADA
(IFRB)

•

14-18 April

European Broadcasting Union
(EBU)

21st Session of the
Technical Committee

Vienna

9 April-3 May

International Civil Aviation
Organization
(ICAO)

6th Air Navigation
Conference

Montreal

Mr. F. DELLAMULA
(IFRB)

9 April-3 May

World Meteorological Organization
(WMO)

Extraordinary Session of the
Commission for
Aeronautical Meteorology

Montreal

Mr. F. DELLAMULA
(IFRB)

29 May-12 June

World Meteorological Organization
(WMO)

21st Session of the
Executive Committee

Geneva

Mr. A. BERRADA
(IFRB)

<
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Mr. F. DELLAMULA
(IFRB)
Mr. N. V. GADADHAR
(CCIR)
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CALENDAR OF ITU CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS
DATE

TITLE

PLACE

1969
17 February-7 March

« Charter » Study Group (3rd session)

Geneva

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT):
r

-

10-14 March

GAS 5 (Economic conditions and telecommunication development)

Geneva

13-18 March

Working Party IV/2 (Specifications for measuring equipment)

Geneva

17-21 March

Study Group III (General tariff principles, lease of telecommunication circuits)

Geneva

24-28 March

Study Group II (Telephone operation and tariffs)
Study Group V (Protection against dangers and disturbances of electro-magnetic
origin)

Geneva

26-28 March

Administrative Council

3-23 May

Geneva

Geneva

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) and
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
Plan Committee for Latin America

15-26 September

Asuncion
(Paraguay)

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
All Study Groups and CMTT

September-October

ITU

Geneva

The following letters indicate the languages in
which documents are published

F for French
E for English
S for Spanish

R for Russian
C for Chinese

publications

'A

Note
A comprehensive list of all the publications of
the Union will be supplied free on request by
the General Secretariat, Geneva.

Prices are in Swiss francs.
'

Publications issued
since the last number
of the Journal

Summary of monitoring information
received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands (BC 28)
Period: 15-21 December 1968
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

frecuencias radioelectricas)
Spanish edition.
Price: 28 Sw. fr.

CCITT
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee

CCIR
IFRB
International Frequency Registration
Board

White Book
Volume VI — Part XIV — Specifications
of Signalling System No. 6
English edition.
Price: 13 Sw. fr.

International Radio Consultative
Committee

Xlth Plenary Assembly, Oslo 1966 Reports
Summary of monitoring
received by the IFRB
No. 150 (November 1968)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

information

413, 414 and 415 — 1 mproved efficiency in the
use of the radio-frequency spectrum
(Utilizacion mas eficaz del espectro de

Instructions for the international telephone service
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Price: 7.20 Sw. fr.
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Forthcoming
publications

Final Acts of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Montreux 1965
International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux 1965 with Annexes, Final Protocol,
Additional Protocols, Resolutions, Recommendation and Opinions and a subject index
Russian edition.
Optional Additional Protocol on the compulsory settlement of disputes
Russian edition.

Final Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference for the preparation of a revised Allotment Plan for the
Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service (Geneva,
1966)
Preamble. Annexes 1 and 2. Additional Protocol. Resolutions and Recommendations. Maps
and charts
Russian edition.

Final Acts of the World Administrative
Radio Conference to deal with matters
relating to the Maritime Mobile Service
(Geneva, 1967)
Preamble relating to the revision of the Radio
Regulations (Geneva, 1959), Annexes; Preamble
relating to the revision of the Additional
Radio Regulations (Geneva, 1959), Annexes;
Final Protocol; Resolutions and Recommendations
Russian edition.

Manual for use by the Maritime Mobile
Service
Containing those provisions of: a) the Radio
Regulations (including Appendices) and the
Additional Radio Regulations, both as revised
by the World Administrative Radio Conference
(Geneva, 1967); b) the International Telecommunication Convention; c) the Telegraph
Regulations and the Telephone Regulations
which are applicable or useful to the Maritime
Mobile Service.
Possibly R, C editions.

List of ship stations, 9th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Radio Regulations and Additional Radio
Regulations (new up-to-date edition)
Separate editions in F, E, S.
List of stations in the space service and in
the radio astronomy service, 2nd edition,
November 1968
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
International frequency list, 5th edition,
1969

Summary of monitoring
received by the IFRB

information

No. 151 (December 1968)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Preface to four volumes in F, E, S.

List of international telephone routes, 9th
edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Summary of monitoring information
received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands
6 Summaries per year:
4 Summaries related with the last and first
weeks of any two consecutive seasonal schedules
2 Summaries related with the seventh week of
any four-month seasonal schedule
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

CCIR
International Radio Consultative
Committee

Handbook for monitoring stations
Separate editions in F, E, S.

High frequency broadcasting schedules
(4 publications per annum) .
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

CC1TT
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee

List of radiodetermination and special
services stations (List VI), 4th edition

Directives

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Possibly Spanish edition.

Methods of payment:
1. Switzerland: to the postal cheque account of the ITU, GENEVE 12-50

CONDITIONS OF SALE

2. All other countries:
a) international postal order,
b) UNESCO coupon,
c) bank transfer to the Societe de Banque Suisse, Geneva.
(Payment may also be effected by a cheque made out in another currency freely convertible into Swiss francs provided that the cheque, when cashed and converted, will cover
the price of the publications in Swiss francs.)

All documents ordered from the General
Secretariat of the ITU must be paid for
in advance. Documents must be paid for in
Swiss francs when they are ordered,
unless a cash-on-delivery arrangement is
requested.
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Orders for documents and cheques must be addressed to:
International Telecommunication Union, Place des
Switzerland.

Nations, 1211 Geneva 20,

The prices quoted include packing costs and carriage by surface mail.
As the General Secretariat of the ITU sells its publications on a non-profit-making and'nondiscount basis, no reduction can be made to booksellers.
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There are
20 good reasons why
STAR UHF Mobile Radiotelephone
is the best radiotelephone
in the world

*Standard Telephones Advanced Radiotelephones

For the Operator:

For the Technologist:

*Elegantly styled.
♦Designed for safe use in vehicles.
♦Excellent range and
penetration of built-up areas.
♦Crystal-clear speech quality.
♦Noise cancelling microphone.
♦No ignition noise.
♦Very low battery drain.
♦Simple installation and removal.
♦Anti-theft catch.
♦High reliability.

♦Meets world-wide specifications.
*25 kHz and 50 kHz channel
separation.
♦Printed UHF transmitter circuitry.
♦Transmission line coupling
of power transistors.
♦Solid-state antenna
change-over switching.
♦Helical tuning in receiver.
♦Quartz crystal filter.
♦Quartz crystal discriminator.
♦Integrated circuits.
♦Fully solid-state.

That's how STAR Radiotelephone brings you the outstanding advantages
of UHF propagation and brilliant design.
STC Mobile Radiotelephones Ltd., Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London N.11 . England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

TTT
III

There is only one
2-GHz microwave system
that gives you
complete confidence
in the ready condition of
your standby equipment:
FARINON SS2000
■
with Monitored Hot Standby
Continual, fail-safe assurance of standby protection is
a unique feature of Farinon SS2000 solid-state microwave systems, with Monitored Hot Standby, for the
1700-2300-MHz band.
In normal operation, the standby transmitter is monitored constantly as it operates into a dummy load. Any
degradation of performance causes an alarm, and solidstate logic circuitry prevents switching to the transmitter until the fault is cleared.
Only with this Monitored Hot Standby feature can you
always be certain your standby equipment is ready.
Only Farinon offers this protection in 2-GHz microwave.

Monitored Hot Standby also simplifies routine testing of
both transmitters. There's no fussing around with connections and disconnections and applying a dummy load.
That's all built in. Simply flip a manual switch to select
the transmitter you want in service, and go ahead with
your tests on the other. Only Farinon offers this convenience in 2-GHz microwave.
For complete details of SS2000 microwave systems providing up to 300 channels from 1700 to 2300 MHz, and
for information of other Farinon RF systems and accessories, contact our applications engineers. Remember —

only Farinon offers 2-GHz microwave with Monitored
Hot Standby.

Farinon Electric, 935 Washington St., San Carlos, Calif. 94070 (415) 593-8491
Sales Offices: 4601 Madison Avenue, Kansas City, Mo. 64112 (816) 561-6107
7735 Old Georgetown Road, Washington, D. C. 20014 (301) 657-4180.
Farinon

147 Bath Road, Slough, Bucks, England Telephone 30295
Farinon Electric of Canada Ltd., 657 Orly !avenue, Dorval, P.Q. (514) 636-0974
Farinon Mittech, 2995 Copper Road, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 (408) 732-3921

HOYLES, NIBLOCK AND ASSOCIATES

VANCOUVER

•

CANADA

Consulting Telecommunication Engineers
MF . HF . VHF: LAND, MARINE, AERONAUTICAL

SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND TELEMETRY

MICROWAVE AND TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER

SOUND BROADCASTING

CABLE, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

TELEVISION BROADCASTING

Economic analyses, feasibility studies, rate and tariff structures, project financial negotiations, system planning
and design, specification and tender documents, bid evaluation, supervision of construction, system acceptance
testing, personnel training, project procedures and records, supervision of operation
and related matters concerning telecommunication facilities
proposed by government and private industry
3110 BOUNDARY ROAD,

CABLE: TELECOM, VCR; TELEX 04-50322,

VANCOUVER 12, CANADA

NTB
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT FOR NACHRICHTENTECHNlSCHE BERATUNG
INGENIEURS-CONSEILS EN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SOClETE ANONYME (S.A.)
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES LTD.
Kirchgasse 50, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland
Cable: Teleproject Zurich
Telephone: (051) 32 33 32
As an independent consulting engineering office we handle:
Layout of complete communications networks and sections. Calculation of profitability. Calculation of fees. Detailing organizational
aspects. Infrastructure planning on the communications sector. Long-haul communications connections via wire, land and ocean
cables; radio, radio relay, and satellite communications systems. Data transmission systems. Dialing and switching systems. Teleprinter and phototelegraphy systems. Mobile stations Compiling surveys in connection with communications systems. Preliminary
studies, measurements, design, calls for bids, awarding contracts, all intermediate stages from initial acceptance until the system is
handed over ready for operation. Organization and execution of training schedules for personnel assigned to operate communications
systems.

NTB
NACHRICHTENTECHNISCHES BER ATUNGSB0 RO'GMBH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES LTD
Sebastian-Rinz-Str. 6

6000 Frankfurt/Main
Federal Republic of Germany
Telephone: (06 11) 55 88 33

Fully l-C-ized ARQ equipment
from MITSUBISHI
guarantees greater reliability in telex and telegraph communications
!

This newly developed ARQ terminal
equipment, designated TZ-5 ARQ is
designed to increase the reliability
of radio telegraph circuits. Use of
HLTTL integrated circuits in the
logical circuits results in reduced
size and easy maintenance. Also,
plug-in sheets can be supplied additionally in accordance with the
user's requirements.
Model TZ-5 ARQ consists of two sets of duplex systems (2ch x 2 x 2) or two
sets of one quadruplex system (4eh x 1 x 2) in a single cabinet. In addition,
auxiliary devices such as extensor, telex repeater, subdivider, and 7 -unit
monitor can be mounted in the same cabinet.
Model TZ-5 ARQ is designed to conform with the latest C.C.I.R. recommendations No. 342-1, Oslo, 1966. Further details will be gladly furnished on
request.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Head Office: Mitsubishi Denki Bldg., Marunouchi, Tokyo. Cable Address: MELCO TOKYO

A New Line in
ITT Data Modems
200 to 40800 bit/sec
A uniform exterior styling has been adopted for a
newly developed family of frequency modulated
modems.
Perhaps more important to the user is the interior
uniformity achieved by the use of identical sub-units
for the different modems within this range.
Simplifying maintenance and stock-keeping of spares
the uniform design also facilitates conversion from
200 bit/sec to 1200 bit/sec and to 2400 bit/sec,
necessitating only the exchange of a small number of
circuit boards.
For further details apply to: Standard Radio & Telefon
AB, Transmission and Data Systems Division,
Framnasbacken 2, S-172 42, Solna, Sweden.

Standard Radio & Telefon AB

ITT

IN

A

NUTSHELL.

TMC

.

.

Speech plus duplex telegraph equipment
Type TFM621 offers real line economy.
Add up to ten telegraph channels within the normal
telephone speech band (300-3400 Hz), leaving the lower
portion of the band for speech, data or picture transmission.
Alternative filters available giving cut-off
at a frequency to suit your requirements.
Telegraph channel cards for 50/75 or 100/110 Baud operation.
Fully transistored—low power consumption, high reliability.
Plug-in units—easy access for maintenance.
Tropicalized; C.C.I.T.T. recommended frequencies.
For more details write or phone for leaflet and technical bulletin to
Sales Manager,
Transmission Division
4

rELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., SEVENOAKS WAY, ST. MARY CRAY, KENT, BR5 3AD, ENGLAND
Telephone Orpington 27020

Cables Bubastis London

Telex 28115

THIS

IS

THE

GROUND

COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT

SUB

REL

SYSTEM

for your satellite earth
station requirements
This Ground Communications Equipment Subsystem (GCE) is something special.
Because it's the literal “operating heart” of any satellite earth station. And because
it's from Radio Engineering Laboratories (REL) - world's largest manufacturer of
earth station communications subsystems
As the single source for 4 of the 7 subsystems required for a complete earth
station, REL offers a GCE that can be configured to transmit and receive
individual carriers for monochrome or color video, TV sound,
multichannel telephony, teletype, data, and facsimile

Incorporating design parameters of the Interim Communications Satellite Committee, this GCE also
meets or exceeds international CCIR and CCITT performance standards.
Whatever your FM subsystem requirement - High Power Amplifier, Threshold
Extension Demodulator, Performance Monitor, or Ground Communications
Equipment-REL's over 45 years of telecommunications leadership makes a very
special difference... in design, in development, in delivery !

Free Brochures on request from REL, your single source for 4 of the 7 communications
subsystems required for a complete earth station installation: □ International Satellite
Communications □ CREDENTIALS in Space □ CREDENTIALS in Tropospheric Scatter

REL

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION
Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York. 11101

DCA

MST Remote Control
This

h.f

man

is

controlling

transmitting

and

REMOTELY

receiving

a

complete

system

Transmitting and Receiving Stations equipped with Marconi Self-Tuning
h.f Systems can be reliably and completely controlled by one man from
any distance over open wire lines, cable, or radio links.
Complete Remote Control enables stations to be sited in the most
advantageous positions and their control centralized at a small desk unit
which may be located in an office in the city centre.

MST

Marconi telecommunications systems

AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

The Marconi Company Limited, Radio Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England

LTD/H67

Every

we
a

year

dump

load

of

our

products

in

the

And that's the best place, of course, for submarine cables,
repeaters and equalisers. We reckon they should stay down there
for at least 25 years without attention. Which is why we make
them to incredibly high standards of reliability, with nothing left
to chance.
And the shore terminal equipment too, generally duplicated
with automatic changeover to ensure utmost reliability, is made
to compatibly high standards.
In collaboration with the British Post Office we've been in the
forefront of submarine systems developments since the early
1950's. And have unsurpassed practical experience - STC
engineers have participated in 34 major projects worth
£137 million.
First with deep-water systems of 1 60 and 360 circuits, STC will
also be first with a 640 circuit deep-water system.
STC innovations include the master-slave power feeding system,

sea

and a special test lead which makes equaliser laying that much
easier.
STC cable, too - simultaneously carrying intelligence and feeding
power to the repeaters - is of optimum performance/cost design
and cannot be bettered anywhere in the world. For the very first
system to use the new 1.£-inch diameter lightweight cable STC
was selected to provide all of the cable!
We don't stop at manufacturing the equipment for submarine
cable systems. Add an overall capability for systems planning,
project management installation of complete systems including
civil engineering works and services - and you have a unique
organisation able to meet any requirement, anywhere - on time!
All this, just to drop things in the sea.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Submarine Systems Marketing, North Woolwich,
London, E.16. England.
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Hasler

A small computer
for processing digital data
reliable - adaptable - multiprogrammable with variable storage capacity
dataflex small computers process data, control and store.
They are especially suited for systems requiring relatively
large storage capacities with medium data flow, or when great
flexibility is desired.
dataflex Hasler can be used to best advantage for the following
applications:
'
,
.
- temporary storage of teleprinter characters;
storage capacity 24000 characters
- automatic message switching
- central based programmed traffic control systems
(up to 992 sets of traffic lights can be controlled)
- cyclical supervision of a large number of
digital alarms
- check-out of back panel wiring
The great adaptability of dataflex enables innumerable further
applications, such as:
- control of automatic manufacturing processes
- supervision of refrigerating installations,
diesel motors etc.
- automatic telephonic waking service
- costing
- parking depot and petrol station supervision
- automatic vote counting
- seat reservations etc.
The initial cost of a dataflex computer amounts to about sFr. 80000.-.
Extension at little extra cost is possible.

Hasler
Hasler Ltd, 3000 Berne 14, Belpstrasse 23, Switzerland.

VOICES IN OUTER SPACE ...

another step ahead in the development of satellite communications.
Last September K.D.D. of Japan decided on FUJITSU
as the most qualified expert to develop and manufacture a new PCM-TDMA COM SYSTEM. This system
employs pulse-code multiplexion with a transmission
speed of 50 million bits/sec.; TASI, a time assignment
speech interpolation system which increases channel
capacity; a time-division multi-access controller and

The resulting 700 channels per band—which is more
than conventional FDMA can boast—provide distortionfree voice communication, larger per-band capacity
and lower per-channel charges.
For us, it's another step toward our goal of a better
tomorrow for everyone. For humanity, it's another
step closer to the stars.

a phase-sbift keying device.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communications and Electronics
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan
MAIN PRODUCTS: □ Telephone Exchange Equipment □ Telephone Sets □ Carrier Transmission Equipment □ Radio Communication Equipment □ Space Electronics Equipment
□ Data Communication Equipment □ Computers (FACOM) & Peripheral Equipment □ Automatic Control Equipment (FANUC) □ Telemetering & Remote Control Equipment
□ Electric Indicators □ Electronic Components & Semiconductor Devices □ Auto-Radio & Car Stereo (TEN) □ Marine Radar □ Nuclear Measuring Equipment

Coffee beans
and Copacabana beach
These are what Brazil means to
most people - including us.
But to us Brazil also means
challenge.
Challenge because STC has been
awarded a contract for the
installation of a complex
telecommunications network
serving an area of about 1 million
square kilometres in
Brazil - and the project has to be
completed within the

comparatively short time of three
years. Fast going demanded!
The network involves 5,000 km of
microwave radio systems and
3,000 km of coaxial cable
systems and will provide vastly
improved communications over
an area of difficult terrain. STC
will again demonstrate its total
capability in 'turnkey'
telecommunications projects
(including customer manpower

training) and Brazil will reap the
economic benefits of efficient,
modern communications in this
area.
We are proud to be in Brazil on
this project. See you on
Copacabana beach ?
Standard Telephones and Cables
Limited,
Microwave and Line Division,
Basildon, Essex, England.

TTT
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Oki PCM-24 carrier telephone system
The PCM-24 is another product of Oki's advanced multiplex
and digital techniques. The PCM-24 is a fully transistorized
pulse code modulation (PCM) cable carrier system, and elaborates the complex function of time division multiplex in a
simple package using plug-in modules. It carries 24 channel
toll and local trunks over two non-loaded cable pairs, and
with advantage of regenerative repeatering over 50 sections,
achieves unequalled transmission quality, stable in operation
and free of crosstalk and distortion.
Terminal equipment comes in convenient styles, typically in
5 system 120 channel bay, or a smaller 1 system subrack.
Repeater is a compact sealed box for pole or manhole installation, also available in various configurations. These
are coupled to your existing or new cable pairs of ordinary
quality 0.5 through 0.9mm in diameter, and establish a
dependable path over a span of 100 km or farther. The
PCM-24 builds a more economical multiplex cable system
for trunk circuits linking one telephone central to another.
Built conservatively and maintenance-free, the PCM-24
meets your need of reliable transmission path. Planning
and application for your cable system, interconnection and
integration with your existing telephone system are taken
care of by Oki's 80 odd years of experience in the telephone
switching and transmission. Write today for more information on OKI PCM-24.
Specifications
Number of speech channels: 24 per system
Multiplexing: Time division multiplex (TDM)
Channel sampling rate: 8,000 per second
Clock frequency: 1.544 MHz
Code: 7 bits with /z = 100 log compandor for voice, and 1 bit for signaling
Channel response: 300—3400 Hz at 2/5 of CCITT Rec.
Power supply: DC -48V & + 60V. AC 220V
Maximum route capacity: 5 systems 120 ch.
Cable: 0.5mm, 0.65mm or 0.9mm paper orPEF, or 0.65mm ordinary urban cable
Repeatering: 50 repeaters, about 100km

OKI

OKI
ESTABLISHED 1881

electric industry company, limited

10, Shiba Kotohira-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan Cable: 0KIDENKI TOKYO Telex: TK2627

New York Office: 202 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017, U.S.A. Cable: 0KIDENKI NEWY0RK Telex: 223217 Tel.: (212) 682-1665 • Mexico Office: c/o Mitsubishi de Mexico,
S.A. Paseo de la Reforma No. 243, 22 Piso, Mexico 5, D.F., Mexico
•
Colombia Office: c/o Mitsubishi Colombia Ltda. Carrera
Cable: 0KIQENKI MEXIC0DF Tel.: 33-21-00
10, No. 19-64, Oficina 602, Apartado Aereo 12356, Bogota, Colombia Cable: MITSUBISHI BOGOTA Telex: 0044705 Bogota Tel.: 43-23-00 • Honduras Office: Edificio de la
Capitalizadora Hondurena 3er Piso No. 301, Apartado Postal 420 Tegucigalpa D.C., Honduras Cable: 0KIDENKI TEGUCIGALPA Tel.: 2-3479 • Bolivia Office: Casilla 4319, La Paz, Bolivia
Cable: 0KIDENKI LAPAZ Tel.: 13085 # Taipei Office: c/o Far Eastern Electric Industry Co., Ltd. 10, Sec. 1, Hankow Street, Taipei, Taiwan Cable: 0KIDENKI TAIPEI Telex: TP-263 Tel.: 33611

2003 P...THE PENTACONTA*
TOLL SWITCHBOARD
establishes connection between subscribers on
local automatic exchanges of all known types
(rotary, step-by-step, crossbar etc.) and subscribers
in other areas. This is achieved via direct dialling by
the operator over rural, toll and international trunks
or via bothway RD trunks.

STC's Deltaphone glows in
the dark

ADVANTAGES

...with pride
The Deltaphone can have a luminescent dial. So when
the lights fail at the office, you can still see to 'phone.
Or on bedside extensions at home you can dial without turning on lights and waking the wife.
Nobody gets disturbed when the Deltaphone rings,
either. Mainly because it doesn't ring. It just warbles
at the volume you set.
In fact the Deltaphone is a very sociable instrument.
People like it because it's slim—at 4-3 inches it's only
a fraction wider than the dial. And the 4-ounce handset is only half the weight of a conventional one. So it's
twice as nice to hold.
Add the Deltaphone's restrained colours, its elegant
shape—and its exacting technical specification—and
you have an irresistible telephone.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Telephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London N.11, England.

Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited

I
I

I
I

I

• plug-in components provide full accessibility for
maintenance • minimum disturbance to operator
when replacing a faulty key mounting • key
mountings are provided with a ticket slot • large
writing space for operator • digit keys can be fitted
on the left for a left-handed operator • space is
provided for operator's handbag • dismantled shipment in two cases reduces handling and freight
charges to the minimum.
For further information contact Bell Telephone Mfg
Company S.A., Switching Systems Division, Francis
Wellesplein 1, Antwerp, Belgium.

* Registered Trade Mark

Bell Telephone Mfg Co
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Marconi
-pioneers
of S.S.B and I.S.B
-announce the
newest in an
extensive range
of receivers

The new HYDRUS
high quality
low-cost
H.F receiver
for international
point-to-point
services
FREQUENCY RANGE 1.5 TO 30 MHz
I.S.B, S.S.B, D.S.B, F.S.K, C.W

HYDRUS offers
Exceptional versatility
Very high reliability
All solid-state, incorporating
the latest field effect
transistors
High stability
Frequency synthesis tuning
Fast re-tune and change of
operating mode
Panclimatic operation
Available for operation in many
transmission modes

The Marconi Company Limited
Radio Communications Division
Chelmsford, Essex, England
AN'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'COMPANY

")uai diversity version
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For our LPH-15. the last ceoot was 322 inouiries
represeniioo 152 locations aroond the world. Hero's who:
Antenna Products LPH-15 is designed for transportable
applications where installation time is critical and a
highly reliable frequency independent antenna is required for short and medium range circuits. With coverage from 4.0 to 30.0 mHz, the LPH-15 radiates skyward using ionospheric propagation to overcome the
limitation of ground wave communication over rough
terrain.
At the lower frequencies, vertically incident radiation
assures efficient short range communications — even
in dense jungle environments. In the unique support
structure, all towers converge on the same base and
have adjustable guy lengths. In an area 71 feet square,
5 men can have the LPH-15 operational in 2 hours.

APC EXPERIENCE AND CREATIVE
ENGINEERING CAN SOLVE YOUR
COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS NOW.
MA Y WE HA VE YOUR INQUIRY...

APC

ANTENNA
PRODUCTS
COMPANY

Box 9588
Austin, Texas 78757
TELEPHONE AC817-325-3301

pour une exploitation

optimale

des

circuits

téléphoniques
existants
lignes
ou

sur

aériennes

sur

câbles

Systeme 7 TR 001
& voies independantes

Systeme h voies
independantes

7 TR 001

1 & 10 voies superposables
voie par voie sur une paire
d'une ligne aSrienne ou de
c3ble.
Le prix de revient de I'installation d'une voie est inferieur
d celui de la pose d'un nouveau
circuit, des que la distance
excede 8 kilometres.

Systeme 7 TR 012

SYSTEMES DE TELEPHONE
A COURANTS PORTEURS

Permet d'adjoindre 12 circuits tStephoniques supptementaires & un circuit
existant sur ligne a^rienne
ou cSble.
Ces £quipements sont entidrement transistorises, etanches,
at tropicafis6s.

T
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RADIOELECTRIQUES
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ET

TELEPHONIQUES

88 rue Brillat-Savarin - PARIS 13e - Tél. 707.7779 - FRANCE

Herkomat*

holds

the

speed

record...

for call establishment
and

HERKOMAT — the most modern Herkon-electronic
Private Automatic Branch Exchange of SEL. Aforwardlooking efficient telephone system. Not only is it
incredibly fast it is also easy to install, all sub-units
being of the plug-in type.
The installation team have scarcely arrived before
they are ready to leave again — and there is your
HERKOMAT. The equipment requires no preventive
maintenance and offers easy front panel access to all
components. Numerous supplementary facilities further increase its service value.
Needless to say, rapid telephone communication is not

* Registered Trademark

system

installation

the only advantage offered by the HERKOMAT system.
It also features extreme reliability and long service life.
HERKOMAT is available for push-button selection as
well as for rotary dialling.
SEL is active in the following fields: Telephony,
Railway Signalling, Conveyor and Automatic Mail
Handling Systems, Transmission and Navigation,
Teleprinter and Data Systems, Cables and Wires,
Components, Consumer Electronics.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG., 42 Hellmuth-Hirth
Strasse, Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Federal Republic of
Germany.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG

TTT

LAND, SUBMARINE, RADIO AND
SPACE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In civilian applications, the TTS 60 quickly provides emergency or temporary communications channels. It is used by
the French Railways (SNCF) for fixed connexions between
important centres.

TTS 60 ,
Transportable---transmission system

Write, telephone or wire to:

12 to 60 channel capacity system, CCITT conform, using two
miniature coaxial cables suitable for laying by truck or
helicopter, fully transistorized, with watertight connections
and line repeaters. Maximum system range is 75 km (150 km
with intermediary station). ..

C.I.T.
33 rue Emeriau
75- PARIS XV
Tel. 734.89.79
Telex 25.927

CIT

COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE
DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LES CABLES DE LYON

LES CABLES DE LYON
170 avenue Jean Jaures
69 - LYON
Tel. (78) 72.35.61
Telex 31.009

